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'IO:

Meltlbers of the UNM Faa.ilty Senate

FRCM:

AnneJ.~

SUBJECI':

September

~tinJ

~e UNM Faculty Senate will meet on 'I\lesday. September 11. 1990. at 3:30 p.m.
m the Kiva.
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a. New Concentration in Master of Science in Nursing-Professor Elsie Morosin
b. Master of Ergineerirg in Manufacturirg
Ergineerin;J - Professor William Baker
c. Revision of the Master of Fine Arts Degree -Professor Nick Atrlalla
d. Revision of the Master of Arts in 'Iheatre Arts -Professor Brfflrt I ~ ...J;"'> L;,,,.,e,//
e. D:>ctor of R1armacy Degree - Professor William
Troutman

19-27)
28-32)
33-43)
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10.

Professor Gloria Birkholz

Guidelines for Awardin:J Posthurrous Degrees Rivera

Jose
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'!HE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIOO

FACULTY SENATE MEETING
September 11, 1990
(sununarized Minutes)
'!he September 11, 1990 rreetin:J of the Faculty senate was called to order by
President Gloria Birkholz at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
senators present:
Gloria Birkholz (Nursin:J), Jerry Born (Ihann), D:)uglas
Brookins (A&S)' F.dith Olerry (Arch & Plng)' Robert CCgburn (A&S)' earl Cords
(Medicine), Marion Cottrell (Engineerin:J), James Iawson (Gallup), Ianiel Derksen
(Medicine), Michele Diel (Valencia), Peter !):)rate (Engineerin:J), I..uisa I:Xlran
(F.ducation), Marilyn Fletcher (Library), Walter Fern.an (Medicine), Dennis
Franchini (Medicine), D:)uglas George (Fine Arts), Erlinda Gonzales-Berry (A&S),
Mary Grizzard (Fine Arts), Shyam Gw:baxani (Engineerin:J), Mary Harris
(F.ducation), Ric.hard Harris (A&S), Gordon Hodge (A&S), Jerry King (Medicine),
Joseph Martinez (F.ducation) , Kathleen Matthews (General College) , r:avid McPherson
(A&S), Elizabeth Nielsen (F.ducation), Peter Pabisc.h (A&S), SUsan Pearson Iavis
(Fine Arts), Glynn Raymond (Phannacy), Jose Rivera (Public Admin), Priscilla
Smith (Gallup), Russell Snyder (Medicine), Ji.nnny Standefer (Medicine), Charlie
Steen (A&S), Alexander stone (A&S), Connie Thorson (Library), James Thorson
(A&S), Pauline Turner (F.ducation), Benji.men Walker (Medicine), James Wallace
(Medicine), Ebtisam Wilkins (Engineerin:J), William Woodside (Medicine), and
Estelle Zannes (A&S).
Absent:
Sherri Burr (Iaw), Paul F.dwards (Dental Progs), Kenneth Gardner
(Medicine), Shlamo Kami (Engineerin:J), Iavid Null (Library), Richard Reid
(Management) Ron Storey (Medicine) , D:)nald Vichick (Medicine) , and Margaret
Werner-Washburne (A&S) •
Minutes of May 8, 1990. '!he minutes of May 8, 1990 were approved as distributed.
Memorial Minutes. Memorial minutes for Professors Emeritus Ernest Baughman and
Donald Smithburg and Professor James Kunkel were presented by ~fesso1: Iav~d
McPherson
Professor Emeritus Ferrel Heady and Professor Eric Weinstein
respectiv~ly. '!he senate adopted the minutes by risin:J vote and Secretary Anne
Brown was asked to send copies to the next of kin.
Address by President Richard E. Peck. PresidE:11~ Richard E. Peck ~lained.that
he intends to establish the administrative position of Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs. 'Ibis action would be in accordance with the No:=t11 Central
Association recormnendation and also it would make clear that acadenu.cs are the
University's first priority. More than half of the search committee members will
be faculty.
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Additio~ly, he plans to appoint a Vice President for University Relations.
He explain:'1 that h 7 would like to conduct fonnal, annual long range and short
tenn planru.ng exercises as requested by the Board of Regents. UNM 2000 is now
close to a final draft and he said he would like to see in place a planning
process which makes clear that planning is in response to agreed upon University
goals arrl that budget development and allocations are in response to the annual
plan.
Regarding his role as president, he said that he believes a president has no
support outside the University unless he has internal support.
He further
explained that he feels he can do the most good for UNM by interacting with the
legislature arrl the public to represent what has been collectively decided upon.
Since the semester has begun he has been spending time with internal units such
as Continuing Education and the College of Education.
He said that he appreciates the responses he has received as a result of the open
letter to the University conununity published on the first day of classes.
President Peck presented some statistics regarding the freshman class,
scholarships, arrl minority enrollment, and branch enrollment and then opened the
floor to questions from senators.
candidates for Degrees. SUnuner session 1990.
Upon recorrnnendation of
representatives of the various schools and colleges and the Office of Graduate
Studies, the Senate approved the candidates for degrees for the SUnuner Session
1990 with the exception of the College of Arts and Sciences. '!hose candidates
will be approved at the octaber meeting. '!he list had been approved by the Board
of Regents earlier in the day contingent upon Senate confirmation.
Senate President's Report. senate President Gloria Birkholz told the Senate that
it is hoped that the UNM 2000 Report will be finalized by November and that the
section on cultural pluralism is being revised.
She reported on several significant issues affecting faculty: 1) quality of
teaching as a priority; 2) all faculty, according to UNM 2000, are encouraged
to seek research funding; 3) there will be annual evaluations of non-tenured
faculty; 4) the Core CUrricultnn Task Force is n<:M in place and will report to
the Senate in the spring; 5) an undergraduate residential college is under
consideration; 6) three areas of academic emphasis have~ su~gested: S<?ience
and engineering, ratin America, and the Southwes~. . President Birkholz said ~e
believes the UNM 2000 report will be used as a gw.ding document for reallocation
of resources arrl encouraged senators to review the final draft when it is
distributed.
'!he Operations Conunittee is looking for clarificati<;>n of membership. on the
University Planning Group; the Regents approved t h e ~ Research Policy; and
the A+ is a priority item at CIRI'. It is expected that .i~ can~ used by.Fall
of 1991. '!he Regents have decided that UNM will not participa~ m the Retirees
Health care Act but will continue with the program currently muse.
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She reporte:i that the Teaching Enhancement Conunittee is a new committee which
will support, praoote, and recognize quality teaching at UNM.
)

At the June Regents' meeting the Regents adopted a resolution reaffinning UNM' s
commitment to diversity on UNM committees. All constituents were requested to
prepare strategies to ensure participation by underrepresented ethnic groups.
'!he Operations Committee has prepared a position paper on assuring such diversity
which was distributed to the Senate.
President Birkholz encouraged Senators to use the e-mail system for conununication
with her arrl announced that she has office hours on Wednesdays, from 1:00 until
3: 00, in rcx:m 232 of Scholes Hall.

BeginninJ with the October Senate meeting, there will be a "semi-planned" open
discussion it.em on the agenda. Finally, she asked for nominations to the search
committee for the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs to be submitted
to her.
Items from the CUrricula COimnittee.
Upon reconunendation of the curricula
Committee, the Senate approved the following: 1) the addition of a Family Nurse
Practitioner Specialization to the existing Master of Science in Nursing program,
2) a Master of Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering; 3) a revision of the
Master of Fine Arts degree, 4) a revision of the Master of Arts in 'Iheatre Arts,
and 5) a Ixx:tor of Fhannacy degree.
Guidelines for Awarding Posthtnn0us Degrees. Professor Jose Rivera, for the
Senate Operations Committee, presented the following guidelines for awarding
posthmnous degrees which were unanimously approved by the Senate.
FOS'IH(JM:XJS D:ffiREFS

'!he University of New Mexico recognizes that earning an
academic degree is a matter of legitimate pride in achievement not
only for the students thernselves but also for the family members and
friends who provide students with vitally important support and
encouragement during the course of their studies.
UNM also
recognizes that not only the degree, but significant prc:xJress in an
academic program is, under certain circumstances, an achievement
which warrants special recognition.
Accordingly, the university of New Mexico will make available
"posthmnous degrees" of appropriate type and rank to be ~towed
upon a student who dies before he/she is able to complete his/her
program.
These degrees may be granted urrler the following circumstances
arrl tenns:

1)

'!he student is in degree status·
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2)
'!he death of the student c:x:nrrs after the s tudent has
successfully carrpleted at least half the credit hours necessary for
the degree.
3)
'!he :::tuctent i~ currently enrolled or was enrolled the academic
year previous to his/her death.
4) .~e faculty of the college or department must approve, and also
may lllltiate, the reconunendation to award a degree posthumously.
5)

A request to award a degree posthl.DDOUSly may also be initiated

by the student's family, or a UNM administrator, and then approved
by the degree department.

6) Requests for a posthl.DDOUS degree should be made within one year
of the death of a student.
7)
Posthumous degrees, after department or college approval, are
added to the college degree approvals granted by Faculty Senate.
8)
'!he degree and the word "posthl.DDOUS" will be added to the
diploma and transcript as appropriate in each case; i.e., B.A.
(p:,sthumous), M.S. (posthl.DDOUS).
Report from the IDng Range Planning Group. Professor Gaynor Wild, chainnan of
the Long Range Planning Conunittee, presented a report regardi.n;J the Long Range
Planning Group. He explained that at a meeti.n;J of the Regents this past spri.n;J,
the Regents requested from the administration, infonnation regarding reallocation
of funds in the event of a financial shortfall in appropriations from the State
Legislature. '!he report presented is in response to that request.
Report from the Faculty Senate Budget Committee. Professor Ix:xid Bogart, chainnan
of the Senate Budget Conunittee, distributed a report on the Economic Impact Task
Force and the University Budget committee.
~ t t e e Replacements. Upon recamnerrlation of Professor Connie 'Ihorson for the
Operations Conunittee, the Senate approved the follavi.n;J cormnittee assignments
am replacements: Michael Ibugher (PsycholCXJY) for Eloy Gonzales (Special
F.ducation) on the Athletic Council; Anita Morse (Iaw Library) for William
Maclberson (Iaw) and Anne Taylor (Arch & Plng) for Richard Anderson (Arch & Plng)
on the Budget Committee; Carlos Bustamante (O'lemistry), Mary Jo carnpbell
(HPPELP), Richard Coughlin (SociolCXJY), Bill Evans ('Iheatre & Omce), Hugh Kabat
(Fharmacy), Helen Muller (Managment), Frank Szasz (Histo:cy), ~ythe 'I\l~arber
(Nursing) Richard Williams (E&CE) as melllbers of the new WS Adviso:cy Committee;
I.uis
(Psychi.at:cy) for Grego:ry Bechtel (Nursi.n;J), and Vann Atwater (Los
Alamos), Rita Gallegos-Iogan (Valencia), and Roland Wa~ (Blarmacy) on the
Community Education Conunittee; also, Victoria Amada, IDuie H. ~ ' Man':1el
Garcia, and Pearl Maestas as community representatives on the Comrnuill~ Education
Canmittee; Han:y IJ.ull (General Library) for John Brayer (Comp Science) ru:xI
Joseph Ortiz (Chemist:cy) on the CorrpUter Use committee; Demetra I.Dg;>thetis
(Dental Progs) for Glenna Taylor (Dental Pro:Js) on the. F~culty ~ c s and
Advisory Committee; Alfred Rodriguez (M&CL) for Jeffrey Griffith (Cell B1olCXJY)

var<TclS
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arrl James B. Wright (General Library) for COnnie 'Ihorson (General Library) on
the Research Allocations Committee; Tony ram (Fduc Foundations) for Dennis
!Dbstein (HPPELP) on the Research Policy Committee; Nasir Ahmed (E&CE), Charles
Beckel (Ihysics & Astronomy), Greg candela (.Valencia), susan Deese (General
Library), Joseph G.R. Martinez (Ed Foundations), arrl Jan Schuetz (Conununication)
on the new Teaching Enhancement Committee; Ian Miners (Management) on the
Undergraduate Committee.

'!he meeting adjourned at 5: 30 p.m. arrl the senators were invited to the UNM Club
for a reception.
Respectfully submitted,

Anne J. Brown,
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UNM FACULTY~

SUBJECT:

curricular Iten.s

RDJUFSTED 1\CTION:

Approve the curricular iten.s as presented

m\CKGOOUND INFORMATION:

'!he following curricular iten.s have been reviewed and approved
by the appropriate corrnnittees and the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

-------------··

FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: _ _o_c_t_o_b_e_r_1_6~,_1_9_8_9_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit:

College of Nursing
(Dept., Div., Prog. )

6.
7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three COfies)
-~
Dean of Library Services
O II Q
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

L Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New :eract:it:iooer

Family Nurse
-

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
-Revision of
existing concentration

Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
.

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
Family Nurse Practitioner Specialization

II. Minor Change

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision ( 3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
See attached background materials
Effective Date of Proposed Change:

Spring

Semester

1990
Year

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved? NIA (attach statement)
Signature:

Department Chair

Approvals: Dean of Library Services_.~:...i.:.."'1:_:__~~~:...__--.x-~------ - - -

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f,,~:JI ~ - - - -

FS Undergraduate Ac. Affairs- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - and/or FS Graduate Committee _ _.JJ...~41-lJ.AJ-.WV~-=- - - - - - - Office of Graduate Studies_::...J.~4W~~---:;~-++~----FS Curricula CommitteeY~~~~~--~CJ,...DL--=-------

~

~

Provost
{,,J •
Faculty Senate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
11

&niv~rsity of New Mexico
evi.sed 6-1· 81)

Date: _ I_I/,.__1-&.-/1'"'---<-'f _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

College Curricula Commi e (if necessary)
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean

No4--

-10-

Date: ;ch:(/f2
I /
Date:_~___....._ _ __
Date:----LJ..-=.-P--"T_:__ __

Date :----=i~~....__,J...-:,_ __
Date: __.~--L-:::...+--L--0_ _
Date: _.::.-.,~__:..-1-.::;__-, _.. ""k 4,r!'t: •

l~'j

Date=- - - - - - -- -:--,, . ·-t
;..r -

~·
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College of Nursing
University of New Mexico

Proposal for Addition of Family Nurse Practitioner Specialization t.p Existing
Master of Science in Nursing Program
APR
4 1890

The College of Nursing Graduate Program currently prepares nurses for a variety
of specializations as listed in the existing program materials. (See Brochure).
For several years, we have been aware of the acute shortage of Family Nurse
Practitioners in the state of New Mexico, particularly in the rural areas and
in certain tmderprivileged sectors of the population. During the school year
1988-89, several surveys were tmdertaken to ascertain the need for such a
specialty. A survey of employers was carried out, as well as a survey of
potential students. The surveys were overwhelmingly indicative of a need for
this specialty. Letters of support from armmd the state and from within the
University, including the Medical School, indicated a strong cOlllllitment by
those knowledgeable about the state's health care needs, and the strengths of
the College to accomplish the task. Many offered to assist the College with
the proposed developnent. The proposed specialty is designed to prepare
advanced nurse practitioners at the graduate level who would be awarded the
Master of Science Degree in Nursing upon completion all requirements. The
graduates would be eligible to take the American Nurses Association
certification examination which would allow them to practice in the State of
New Mexico as Family Nurse Practitioners in collaboration with physicians.
ffiOJUIBD ADDITIOOS 'IO THE EXISTING PRXmAM

The new concentration entails the establishment of several new courses as an
addition to the already very successful Master's program in nursing at the
University. No new degree is being proposed. Federal ftmding was sought and
has been granted for the developnent phase of the program, including faculty
salaries, supplies, library ftmds, and recruitment funds to attract students
from rural areas.
The courses being proposed as program additions are as follows:
Health Promotion and Maintenance Across the Life Span
Developnental and Mental Health Issues in Advanc~ Nursing Practice
Pharmacological Principles of Clinical 'filerapeutics
Advanced Health Assessment
Family Primary Care I
Family Primary Care II
Primary Care III - Internship
Primary Care Practitioner: Dimensions of Professional Role

The specific developnent of these courses to their final fonn will be completed
during the Fall term, 1989. In particular, some of the clinical courses,
titled Primary Care 1, 2 and 3 will be developed in cooperation with faculty
from the Family and Corrrnunity Medicine department of the Medical School in
order to maximize resource utilization in both the Family Nurse Practitioner
program and the Primary Care Curriculum of the Medical School program. (The
curricultnn plan is attached.)
The concentration is planned as a non-thesis program, but students may choose
to do the thesis by adding 6 credits to their programs of study. The proposed
curriculum meets the requirements stipulated by the State Board of Nursing for
Certification of Family Nurse Practitioners.

r -·

The curriculum consists of 5 core courses already in the MSN
program: Nursing Theory I, Nursing Theory II, Research I, Research
II, and professional seminar. The learning experiences specific to
the practitioner clinical tract builds on a theoretical background in
nursing and a base of prior clinical practice. The following is the
curriculum plan for the FNP tract.
CURRICULUM PLAN
LABORATORY TO CREDIT RATIO= 6:1
Semester I Fall

Credits

Lecture/seminar
Hours/week

Nursing Theory 1
Family Theory
Health Assessment
Developnental &
Mental Health
Professional
Seminar

3

3

2
2

2

3

2

3

3

Total

Clinical
Hours/week

12
-6

13

Semester II Spring
Nursing Theory 2
Family Health
Promotion
Pharmacology
Primary Care I
Total

2

2

3

2

2
2

5

3

12

12

6

12

Semester III Fall
Research 1
Primary Care 2
Elective
Seminar

3
5

3
3

3

3

Total

11

Semester IV Spring
Primary Care 3
(Internship)
Research 2
Role Seminar

3
1

Total

8

4

24

~

-

.

Students may elect to distribute the coursework over a longer
period of time since the core curriculum is offered two of three
semesters each calendar year, including a sumner session. The
program contains 14 credits of Master's level core, 3 credits of
electives, and 25 credits in the FNP concentration. Students who
seek admission with existing graduate degrees in nursing (Masters or
Doctorate) will be able to pursue the FNP curriculum as a
Post-Master's certificate.
As a Plan II Master's program (non-thesis), a comprehensive
examination is required in the final semester. This covers the areas
of Nursing Theory, Nursing Research, and the professional major
( Family Primary Care) • Upon completion of the program, the students
will be eligible to take the ANA national certification examination,
as well as eligibility for licensure as a Family Nurse Practitioner
in the State of New Mexico via the New Mexico State Board of Nursing.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIOO
OOIJ.IDR OF NURSING
GRAOOATE P1nmM
CURRICUll.M PLAN

A.

Description of Plan I and Plan II

The College of Nursing offers the Master of Science in Nursing, under either
Plan I (with thesis) or Plan II (without thesis). Students must meet the
general university requirements for Plan I or Plan II as set forth in the
Graduate Programs Bulletin. Under Plan I a miniml.DD of 39 credits (including
thesis) in nursing and related subjects is required. The defense of the
thesis constitutes the master's examination for Plan I students. The thesis
provides an opportunity for in-depth research study on a selected topic
under the guidance of a faculty cODBDittee.
The 42 credit non-thesis option provides stuients with the opportunity to
broaden and/or increase their lmowledge in nursing, or in a field outside of
nursing. The non-thesis option is particularly appropriate for those
students who plan to make the Master's degree in Nursing their terminal
educational degree. A written and oral master's examination will provide
the opportunity for students to integrate and synthesize concepts from
nursing and non-nursing areas into their chosen nursing role. In addition
to meeting general requirements for the major selected in nursing, Plan I I
students:
1.

Complete a 12 credit minor outside of nursing or a 2nd area of
nursing concentration.

2.

Complete 6 credits of nursing electives instead of the 6 credits
of thesis.

3.

Successfully pass the written and oral Master's Examination.
B.

Course Requirements

CORE CURRICULUM (ALL STUDENTS) - 14 credits
NAME OF CllJRSB

N501

Advanced Nursing Theory I

N502

Advanced Nursing Theory II

N503

Research in Nursing I

N504

Research in Nursing II

N505

Professional Seminar

*

In effect Spring semester, 1990

Revised:

October, 1989

CREDITS

2
3
3

ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICE

MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING
N526

Advanced Medical-Surgical Nursing I (Pathophysiology)

3

N527

Advanced Medical-Surgical Nursing II

3

PARENT-arril) NURSING
N519

Advanced Parent/Child Nursing:
Childbearing Family

Normal and High Risk

3

N520

Advanced. Parent/Child Nursing:
Children and Their Families

Nursing Care of

3

N523

Advanced Parent/Child Nursing:

Parent/Child Relations

3

(2 of the above courses are required)
CXlffJNITY HF.ALTH NURSING
2

N500

Advanced Family Theory

N516

Advanced Corrununity Health Nursing:
Health Care Needs

Family Systems and

3

N517

Advanced Community Heal th Nursing:
Environmental Systems

Cormluni ty and

3

PSYCHIATRIC MEm'AL HEALTH NURSING

N506

Advanced. Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing with the
Family as Client

3

N507

Advanced Individual and Group Psychiatric Mental
Health Nursing

3

r
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'

N509

Principles of Curriculum Developnent in Nursing

3

N510

Teaching in Nursing Programs

3

(Teaching Track requires that 2 elect1·ve courses be f rom the Advanced
Practice Area. )
Arn!NISTRATION
N513

Administration to Facilitate Quality Clinical Care

3

N514

Nursing Administration in Health Institutions/Agencies

3

ALL S'IUDENTS

N595

Advanced Field Work in Nursing
(Admin, Teaching, or Advanced Practice)

(4 total credits )

THESIS
N599

Thesis Seminar

N599

Thesis (Independent Study with Chairperson)

2

4
(6 total credits minimum required)

~ AND/00 MilD? ~

Number of electives dependent on Concentration
ELECTIVF.S UNDER

&

Thesis/Non-Thesis Option

ELECTIVES UNDER
NON-THESIS PLAN

OONCENTRATION

TIIESIS

Administration

9 credits

12 credits minor and 6
credits of electives

Teaching

9 credits, but
6 must be Advanced.
Practice

12 credits minor and 6
credits in Advanced
Practice

Advanced Practice

9 credits

12 credits minor and 6
credits of electives

PLAN

Electives in Nursing are offered each semester in a variety of areas, such
as:
Critical Care Nursing, Gerontology, Computer Use in Nursing
Administration, Nursing and Health Law, Epidemiology, and others.

r COlJRSE DESCRIPI'IONS

0

N500 Advanced Family Theory (2)
Focus .on .developmental theories of family organization and
fun~t1on1ng~ cultural and ethnic variations in views of health care,
variant family forms, and approaches to family analysis for nurses
and health professionals.
N501 Advanced Nursing Theory I (3)
Study of the nature and ftmction of theory and the analysis of
concepts. Selected theories are reviewed and analyzed. Their
application for nursing is explored.
N502 Advanced Nursing Theory II (2)
The concepts of theory developnent and levels of theory will be
examined through a study of existing nursing theories and conceptual
models. Their application to nursing -. education, practice,
administration and research is explored. Prerequisite: N501
N503 Research in Nursing I (3)
An introductory course in the methods commonly utilized in

researching clinical nursing problems. Emphasis is on:
conceptualization of research problems, relating research to various
levels of theory, research design, and concepts of measurement. Both
inductive and deductive approaches will be addressed throughout the
course.
N504 Research in Nursing II (3)
Focuses on procedures and processes in data collection and analysis
and on drawing conclusions from data. Experience with writing
research reports and computer use is included. Prerequisites: N503
and an upper division statistics course.
N505 Professional Seminar (3)
Deals with the structure developnent and controversies of nursing as
a discipline and the health care delivery system. Ethics and Health
Policy issues are also included. Designed to enhance the lmowledge
necessary for leadership roles in education, administration or
practice.
N506 Advanced Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing with the Family as Client
(3)

Examines psychodynamic, developnen~l.and systems model~ ?f looking
at functional and dysfunctional families. Under supervision, each
student develops a therapeutic relationship with a family. (3 hrs.
lab/week)

FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES

Date: _F_e_b_r_ua_r__,,y:...._2_0~,_1_9_90_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit:

College of Engineering and these departments:
(Dept., Div., Prog.)

C

t

S .

ompu er c1ence
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

I. Major Change

Major

Master of
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Manufacturing
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5/2/90
ATTACHMENT A
In the Engineering section of the Graduate Bull e t in, fol lowing t he MASTER OF
SCIENCE sec ti on , add:
"MASTER OF ENGINEERING
The Master of Engineering degree is offered by t he College of Engineering for
professional development in specific areas of engineering in keeping with
areas of developing technology and the needs of society. The area in which
this degree is presently offered is manufacturing engineering . Admi s sion
requirements to the program are the same as for t he Master of Science degree.
The difference in the Master of Science degree and the Master of Engineering
degree is one of emphasis. The M-. S. degree is based upon the engineering
sciences and their use in research and development . The M. Eng . degree is
based upon existing technology and its use to address significant societal
and national problems . The Master of Engineering programs a r e gen e r ally
interdisciplinary in nature, in contrast to the normal M.S . degree , which is
primarily in one disc i pline.
The M. E. Master of Manufacturing Engineering is offered in thr e e d ifferent
degree areas, CIM (Computers in Manufacturing) , integrat ed circui t
manufacturing and mechanical manufacturing. The interested s t udent s hould
contact the Department of Computer Science, the Electrical an d Computer
Engineering Department or the Mechanical Engineer ing Department,
respectively , for specific degree requirements ."
Under DEGREES OFFERED in these departments there should be t h ese additions:
"Computer Science: Master of Engineering in Manufacturing Engi neering".
"Electrical and Computer Engineering: Master of Engineering in Manufac turing
Engineering".
"Mechanical Engineering: Master of Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering".

Changes in the Graduate Bulletin are shown above. Addi tio~al details
related to the administration of the program h ave been_cons1dered, and the
College of Engineering Faculty has passed a mo t i on ~av1ng requir ements given
below. These details will not appear in the Bul letin but are given here to
permit better understanding of program requirements.

1.

Administration:
1.1

1.2

2.

Administrative activities which rest with the Co l lege of
Engineering Graduate Committee (EGC) include:
1.1.1

Study and approval of each new degree area, degree
requirements and degree area faculty.

1.1.2

Recommending to the College of Engineering faculty e ach
new degree area and degree requirements.

1.1.3

Review of programs, degree candidates, requirements,
need for a degree, area, etc. when deemed necessary.
This would normally be done every three years.

1.1.4

Approval of changes to the degree requirements for every
degree area.

1.1.5

Other similar actvities.

Administrative activities which rest with the department.
Student advising, recruitment, maintenance of student records,
counselling, and necessary correspondence with the graduate
office, shall be done by the department in which the student
resides. This department will handle all records of the
student. The degree will be granted by the resident department
also.

Entrance Requirements
The entrance requirements to the degree program in any degree
area shall be the same as the admission requirements for any
masters program in the student's resident department. There may
be additional requirements for admission for a given degree
area. Any additional admission requirements will be determined
by the degree area faculty (defined later). Students with
deficiencies shall remove the deficiencies in non-degree basis
before admission.

3.

Graduation Requirements:
3.1

3.2

The "Requirements for the Master's Degree", given in the
Graduate Bulletin, 1988-90, pp. 28-30, 115, are all applicab l e ,
with the exception of' the total hours required for the degree .
Degree requirements for each degree.area. The degree
requirements for each degree area will be given in terms of
required courses and electives.

r -·

3.3

Ol

Committee-on-studies. Each student shall have a
committee-on-studies comprised of at least four members f rom at
least two departments. The duties of the committee are as
follows:
Approval of student's program program .
Approval of the thesis or project work an d presentation.
Administer the Master's examination requi red by the
Graduate Bulletin.
The selected committee-on-studies must be approved by the
department chairman or designated alternat e of the
student's resident department. The professor f or the
thesis or project course must be on the committee .

Degree Area Faculty:

4.

The degree area faculty will be initially c ompr ised of at l east five
College of Engineering faculty who develop the degr ee area p roposal.
Since the programs will be interdisciplinary at lea s t two c ollege
departments must be represented. Subsequent appoint ments s hall be
made by the Dean of Engineering, with the approval of the EGC. There
shall be at most seven members.

5.

Degree Title:
The degree title on the diploma and transc ript shall b e "Mas ter of
Engineering" in (degree area ) .
Specific degree requirements for the three options t o be offered in
the program have also been passed by the College of Engine e ring
faculty. These requirements are as fol l ows:
Core Courses:

M.E. 584
M.E. 585
Mgt. 594
c.s. 492
NMSU I E 573
NMSU IE 571
XX.XX 551

(3 hr)
(3 hr)
(3 hr)
(3 hr)
( 3 hr)
(3 hr)
(3 hr)

CAD/CAM
Modern Manufacturing
Management and Organization i n Manufacturing
Computers in Manufacturing
Manufacturing Economics and Cost Accounting
Adv anced Qual ity Control
Project

XX.XX 599

(6 hr)

Thesis (XXXX is the resident department of
the student)

or

The student must select one of the following opti ons, and the
electives must be selected from the fo llowing l is ts:

r -·

0 C3

Computers in Manufacturing Option (CIM)
Four elective courses to be selected from:
EECE 536
EECE 538
C.S. 452
c .s. 490
c.s. 487
EECE 506
c.s. 532
C.S./EECE 433

(3
(3
(3
(3
(3
(3
(3
(3

hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)

Algebraic Foundation of Computer Engineering
Design of Digital Systems
Simulation
Special Topics/ AI for non-CS majors
Computer Networks
Optimization Techniques
Computer Vision
Computer Graphics by Digital Computer

Integrated Circuit Manufacturing
Four elective courses to be selected from:
EECE
EECE
EECE
ChNE
EECE
EECE
EECE
ChNE
ChNE

520
523
541
545
572
574L
576
478
578

(3 hr) VLSI Design
Analog Electronics
Random Signal Processing
Principles of Charged Particle Accelerators
Semiconductor Properties
Processing Techinques in Solid State Technology
Field Effects Devices
VLSI Process and Material Technology
Plasma and Beam Process Technology

Mechanical Manufacturing Option
Four elective courses to be selected from:
M.E. / C.E. 401
M.E. 522
M.E. 582
or
M.E. 593
M.E. / ChNE 579
M.E. 583
c.s. 487
C.S . 507/EECE 506
c.s. 532

(3 hr)
(3 hr)
(3 hr)

Advanced Mechanics of Material s
Heat Conduction
Robot Engineering

hr)
hr)
hr)
hr)
( 3 hr)
(3 hr)

Advanced Robot Engineering
Manufacturing Materials Science
Automation
Computer Networks
Optimization Techn iques
Computer Vision

(3
(3
(3
(3

All options:
One free elec tive se lected with approval o
committee-on-studies f or Plan II stud n s.
there is no free elec tiv e because th thr
hours will complete the program ( 6 hr o al
Other requirement:
Industrial Internship : Wher e possibl , h
industrial internship f or a 3 month minimum ,
normally planned for the s ummer activi y .
Total required credit hours :

n

36

Special requirement on the Committee-on S udi
The committee-on-studies f or th sud n
h 1
r o
member beyond those specified by th Ma
requirements . This addi tional memb r sh 11 pr
r
supervisor or co -worker in t he company h
ud n
internship.

1 lo

hi

l
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ATTACHMENT B
The reasons for this request will be addressed in two parts - firs t, why the
Master of Engineering degree, and second, why the Manufactur ing Engineering
degree area.
Th: College now offers the Master of Science degree. Each department offer s
this degree, and has specific requirements for it . The degr ee is a research
oriented degree with a significant part of the course work be i ng i n the
en~ineering or computing sciences, with the goal being a resea r ch /development
oriented graduate. The master of engineering degree will be a degr e e planned
for the student entering an area of the engineering profess i on for which
education at an advanced level is required, i . e, beyond the usual B. S .
engineering degree requirements, but one for which scientific res e arch is not
an essential component. The graduate will be engineering p r a c t ice oriented
in the specified degree area, and the degree requ irements will be determined
for maximum strength in the degree area.
It is believed that both types of degrees (M.S. and M. E.) are currently
needed, and that each type has its place in the academic and i ndus t r i a l
marketplace. However , there should be a distinction be t ween t he t wo
degrees. Use of the engineering science based M.S. degree f or an engineering
practice degree reduces the effectiveness of the programs f or the master of
engineering degree since the core courses in the existing M.S . programs mus t
be taken, and this reduces the breadth desirable in the M.Eng. de gree.
Availability of the M. Eng. degree will permit the program t o have the needed
interdisciplinary content without compromise in either de gre e .
The reason for the need of a manufacturing engineering degree is t o directly
address a state and national need. During the last decade, t here has be en
overwhelming evidence that the U.S. has fallen behind in industrial
productivity. The negative balance of trade and the perceiv ed inferior
quality of products made in this country are among the hard f elt eff ects of
stiff overseas competition.
Neither the State of New Mexico nor the nation can make much progress in
restoring our lost competitiveness without major efforts to i mprov e our
engineering base in manufacturing. Manufacturing is mul t i- di scipl i na ry, and
different manufacturing sectors require differen ~ s:ts of kn~wl:dge and
skills. For example, with our current programs.it is very dif:1cu~t to
produce people with the right education for semi c onduct or fab r i cation, a
major manufacturing area in New Mexico.
Similarly, a major and growing need for expertise in compu te r Th
in~egrate~
manufacturing (CIM) is not addressed in our curr ent program . . is .requires
substant· 1 knowledge · computer science and/ or compute r engineering, as
well as ~:nufacturing ~:owledge. we need a pro~ram whic~ has t he flexibility
to allow us to tailor the academic programs to i nclude di fferent
manufacturing fields. The three options in the proposed program a ddress the
above needs.
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5/2/90

ATTACHMENT C
Budgetary and Faculty Load Considerations
The College of Engineering is currently offering a type of master of s cience
degree in which the students in the program take some courses in
manufacturing engineering. The program has about 25 students in it . They
are in two departments. A Director of Manufacturing Engineering was h ired in
August 1987. He is currently coordinating the program and securing funding
and internship positions for students. The proposed programs utilize courses
which are already being taught, some of which were introduc ed to support
manufacturing engineering studies . Consequently, the offering of the Master
of Engineering degree will not have significant impact on new budge t s . Since
the courses for the degree are currently being offered, and most o f t h em are
courses taken for other existing degree programs as well , the faculty load
will not undergo significant change. It may be stated that most of t he
program development costs and efforts have already been borne . Clearly if
the program grows, the class size will increase, but considerable gr owth i s
possible without the need for an additional section of the s ame cour se.
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SUMMARY

The attached document proposes the following :
1.
The establishment of the degree of "Mas t er of Engineering". This degree
option is i ntended as a "practice of engineering" degree at the masters
level. It is intended as an end degree, not as a path to a research degree
at the PhD level. It is a professional degree.
2.
The approval of three tracks under this titl e, aimed a t manufacturing
and embodying specific curricula. These three are designed for professionals
going into specific areas of manufacturing . These are
a.
Computer based manufacturing or "Computer Integrated
Manufacturing". This is for professionals applying c omputer methods to the
manufacturing discipline.
b.
Mechanical manufacturing. This is for profess ionals entering the
more conventional manufacturing, primarily of machines , equipment,
automobiles, etc.
c.
Electronic or semiconductor manufac tur ing . This is for
professionals who plan to enter the fields of elec tronic equipment or
semiconductor manufacture.
It is expected that other areas may be proposed in the f u ture, in which case
the specific curricula will be presented for appr oval under this umbrella.
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FORMC
:\IAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: _ _A~p_r_i_;;;l_...::lc.c.8_...,_l-'-9...;_8_;;_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit:

Department of Art & Art History
( Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.

7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREP ARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three ~pies) O"
Dean of Library Services
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

'....:B

I. Major Change
Revision of Master of Fine Arts Deletion Master of Arts
existing degree
Revision of
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
New
Major
existing major
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deletion _ _ _ _ __
New
Minor
existing minor
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
Revision of _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Concentration New
existing concentration
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
New

Degree

See attached
II. Minor Change

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)
See attached
Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)
See attached
Effective Date of Proposed Change:

Fall, 1989

Year

Semester

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes__ No..x__
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attach statement
Signature: _ _JU.'4µ,f/:h.W.~.!_h~r~lf~·N~,_fi.!_t~t/~B<J(_
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PRO POSED REVISI ON OF THE M.F.A. DE GREE I N STUD I O ART
DEPARTMENT OF ART ~,. ?, RT HI STORY

F'ur_p o se___ and F~a t i _on <.-'. \ _l e _: __
The M.F.A. in studio art i s the ter min a l degree in t h e f i el d .
According to the off i cial stand a rds of the Co ll ege Art Assoc i at i on of
Ame r ica's guid e lines, th e M.F.A. requires a min i mum o f 6 0 s emester
cred i t hou r s, a certifiable level of profes s iona l competance in the
ability to make art and a high level of kn ow led ge a n d under standing
of art history and criticism.
Since 1965, when the Depa r tment of Art ~nd Art Hi story formally initiated the M.F.A., there has been an ongoing deba te abou t the necessity
of two master's degrees (the M.A deg r ee has b een i n pl ac e s ince the
late 1940's, unchanged wi t h the e>: ception o f minor modi fi cations) .
The M.A. degr e e in stud i o is virtuall y ex ti nct i n mo s t o t h e r institutions, since a single M.F.A. program h as been the norm for over two
decades.
The Department, after long a n d s erious phi l osophical and
pedagogical discussions, now proposes to update , s i mp l ify a nd consoli dat e the two master's deg r ees into one si ngle pr o gram lead ing to the
M.F.A. degr·ee.
For emast in th is proposa l i s the eli mi nat i on of the M. A. degree .
Th
degree require ments for t h e M.F.A. i n corp orate t he M.A. d e gree requ irements, e x cept for the deletion of t h e six h o u r s of M. A. thesis
and the substi t ution of additional course work .
Min o r mo di fications
are made in the numbers of credit hou rs r equired in studi o and art
h i story, while six more elective credits are re q uir e d .
On e new reqL1irement is th a t si:-: graduate credit ho urs of e l ec ti ves must be
taken outsi dt? the Department.
The desire her e is . to e n s u re tt,~t a
graduate educa t ion be interdisciplinary and n o t si mp l y t h e honing of
specialized technical skills.
Entrance requirements would remain the sa me as those for t~ e M. A. '
but a more stringent screening of applicants wou l d be i ni ti ated .
The
consolidation of the M.A. and M.F.A deg r ees will all o w t h e program to
be streamlined, to allow for one application pr ocess instead of two
and one major final project evaluation ins~ea~ of t wo . . The M. ~ . A.
Prog r am at UNM, while still more rigorous i n its a cad ~m1 c ~equ1re~
me1 nts and lengthier than most, wou ld come more i n to li n e wi th nationa stand,:1.rds.
N
-..Q_o__£L"'t_i:;_Q..\:.!.r s e s

t t ·
han
w i l 1 b e need e 1;L .:t.g_un_p_l_~ me DL- _.J.1?._ c ----··------- -- ·~---- -

030
9.~JtLtt0J3 )'.'__ ..PF____E f< O_G13 A_l:1_ __f~ E DUJ Rf; Mf:: NTs_; _
Interdis c i pl i nary Sem inar (AS 502)
:C ntr·oduct ion to Gr· aduate Studies ( AH 50:3)
Gr aduate Studio
Ar·t Hi story
Electives
M.F.A. Thesis and Studio Exhibition Project

TOTAL
Total hours at UNM :
Tr-ansferable hours:

500 level

3
3
21
12
12
12

hour s
hour ~;
ho urs
hour ~;
hour s
hours

63 hour·s

63.
a r,1<3}:_i _m_1._,1m of 12 ho urs from other acc redited
graduate institutions

cour ses req uired :

a minimu m of 24 hours, plus studio
exhibition project and disserta tion
hoL1rs.

BJt!!l.t§_3 _i__pn_

St udents who have met the gE-ner·al un dergraduate d egre e
r-equirements, subm it transcripts, slides of work, recommend ations ,
and an essay of intent to the department.

Applicants are scr·eenc-?cl initially by the fc\ c:ul ty of individu ul a r· e a~;
of concentra tion .
All finalists fro m each area are then pres e nt ed to
the entire studio faculty for final approval,
They will vot e on the
adm~ssion of each applicant on the basis of his or her promise as a n
ar-t1st regardl ess of medium.
The departmen t chairperson gives fi na l
approval to all a ppli cants chosen by the faculty.
Admission _ in_ fal l
~e?J;§r_gn l.Y.!_

!n__ier::_~j_§ _i;j.___gJ_i __o. "'l\.r.Y__!;,_~,.n.i...lJ. 9 ..c

( AS

502 ~

( 3 hr-

s~ >

Th is course is off erec.1
n ~ in the Fall semester to incoming studio students who are in
t
~e1r first semester of graduate school,
Included in this course
w111 be:
1. er i t i ques o-f student · 5 war k, 2. 1 ec tur·es by depa rtment
faculty, and 3 . readinqs and discussion of art theory and
contemporary criticism:
5

is off er-ed cm l. y
~Q..Q.l:,_1 cti_on to Gradu_a te ___Stuc:Jx <AH 50~)
This ~~urse
are in thei r
s who
f . the Fall semester to incoming studio st udent
will be
· th 1s
'
t~1r 5 t semester of graduate school. Included 1n
c~urse
and
ie development of wr iting and research methods and ski 11 s,
read ings
·
- · t icisn.
· · 1
and discussions of art theory and cri

G.t_s\..q!,.i~J:;.§ __J~U; u d i O ( 2 1 h r· 5 • )
or· d i n a r i 1 y f i f t e en t1 o LW s of th i s ~ e q u i r- emen t are ta~~~-;;--wi thin the student, s major ar-ea of concentrat.1 on'.
Si :-:
hours muc::t b
t ~
t . d t . 5 or her major a r ea of concentration .
Tutorial~
de tac~n ou· 51 e ,01ffered at ~he 500 level may b e tak en to
fulf · c: - an
.op1cs coursE.'5
.
_
lll the Graduate Studio requirement.
~tqr.._'l
t6:~-!ii
~~en
F
'·

•

<12 hrs. > At 1 east one 500 1 evel semi ~ar must be
t ••
only as electives.
·'robl ems cc>Lwses may be at,en
·
·

r "'

~JE.'Ct_i_ Vfc?S_ ( l.2 hrs .)
The student may take si :-: elective hoL1rs in the
depar·tment ( 400 1 evrd cour·ses offered for· gr·aduale credit or 500
level or above in studio or art history).
The remaining si x hours
must be taken outside the department at the 300 , 400, or 500 level if
offered for graduate credit in the ~raduate Bulletin .
Each st udent
will dec:ide, in con!:.:;ultat.ion with hi~- ~r:·
c:;·m-mi- tt.ee on Studies,
wh i ch e 1 e ct i v e co u r s es to t a k e .

t,e·~--

Cammi ttee __c>_n ____t-,tudi_E~s. Thr·ee committee m1=1mber·s ·c\re required.
This
committee is formed during the semester in which the student is
completing twelve hours of course work.
The chair of this commi ttee
is chosen by the student, ordinarily from fac u lty in the student's
area of concentratior,.
Together they select two more members,
usually one from Art Studio and one from Art History.
The proposed
committee is submitted to tt1e Graduate Committee by a prescribed date
each semester.
The Graduate Committee will review the proposal
before forwarding it with their recommendation to the department
chair.
The approved committee will guide and evaluate the student as
he or she progresses through the program and will evaluate that
progress.
~~JQ_Llc":\te_F=-.:E,_v i _ews_ Two graduate reviews c1re required in the first two
semesters before a student takes the M.F.A. Qualifying Review.

tl.i..Eili!_QJ.lc.<\_l if yi n _g ______Rev_i ew_ vJi th the approval of the Cammi t tee of
Studies, this review takes place the semester after the student has
completed eighteen hours of course work.
The Committee on Studi es
Will evaluate a comprehensive selection of the student's wor k, a written essay on that work of five to seven pages, and an oral defense of
that work by the student.
One of the following recommendations wil l
be made by this committee:
1.

That the student passes an d l· s deemed eligible to conti nue
in the pr-<Jgram .

2.

That the student does not pass, is placed on a one-semester
departmental probation, and given one more chance to pass
the review.

The r""•vi·

· tt
.
t the conditions for the re-e>:amination
ew comm1
ee w1 11 se
c
d t
t t ~
Of students who do net pass the first review.
~tu e~ 5 mus _ a t e
three ho ur· s o f
wi' th the Chair
of their Committee on
· t u t or· 1. a 1 c re d't
1
·
St Lid·
.
·
.
th f 1· rst review .
These three
ies 1n the semester following
e
.
hours are in addition to the normally required hours fo~ the d~gree .
The c·t
t t
If a student fails again, he
~ Udent remains in regulars a us.
or she must leave the program.
~

veragf~ wi 11 be taken into
a R .
it should be underons1 der at·
t th
MF A Q11al1fy1ng ev1ew,
stood th:t 1 ~~ ~s th:
· _· .
d conceptu i:1. l quality of the crea tive
Work
th
.
for ma ~dtr'._t1e oral def ense thc3.t is of fore most
i
'
e written essay, ~n8
mportance in the review.

Not

~----.§':..!·-

.
,
· t
Wtu 1 e a studf?nt s gr· ade P~ 1 n .

i .··

Ad

-=-~~f1£..~Ul..s'.!J.t

1 e in the semester the
Th i s w i 1 1 t a k e p a c
L;r· s i n t he pro gr· am .

t o Can d i d a C"-:.Y

st LI dent co ;~-p-i~~
t·~·;-:~9-·· ·t~~

,.

.

i

Jrc;.1.n.s.f_er _Cr·c-::,_di ts
(~ !Jl_,:\_::_
: j__mL.l(ll of 12 hours of transfer credit from other
accredited graduate institutions will be considered for acceptance by
the student's commit.teE~ on studies .
1rc:rnsfr.rred work must be graded
(not ;.1veraqed) 3.0 or higtu?r· and must f,:\ll witt1in the student's
five-year period. Courses in extension credit at other universities
are not accepted ·for· gradui:,te credit at tht~ University of New Mexico .
... Cr·t~dit transfer is never r.':\Utomatic.

M.F •..A._.___ Thes_i __s Studt~nts who pass · the M.F.A. Ouc\lifying Review c.·rnd who
continue in the program must complete the remaining twelve hours of
course requirements and choose, in consultation with their Committee
on Studies, one of two ways to earn their M.F.A. degree:

Dissertation Project
Studio Exhibition Project
Dissertation (699)

(650)

TCJTAL

6 hours
6 hDLlr"S

12 hours

Track I students take six hours of thesis in studio work with the
chair of their CommitteE' on Studies to develop a body of work to be
shown in a qr-oup e:-:hib:lticin.
They take-? si:-: hours of Written Thesis,
normally with the art historian serving on their committee to write
an e:-: tensi VE? ( 50 pag E?S cw rnor·e) research paper·.
This paper must meet
the requirements of the Office of Graduate Studies . The thesis
e:<hibition and the wr·itten thesis are evalllc'1tecl by the committee,
With an oral defense given by the student for each part.
If the
student passes, the M.F.A. degree is awarded.

2. Track I I

Final Pr·oject
Studio Exhibition Projec t (650)
Di sser-t at ion ( !>Jr it ten Cat al ague>

9
<699 >

TOTAL

hoL1rs

3 hoL1rs

12 hours

Trac:•~ I 1 students take rii' riE··.· tioLl""S
of thesis studio work with the
•
Chair of their Committee on Studies to develop~ body of wtorh~ ftor_a
one_
,
tt •e hours w1 th the ar
1 s or 1 an
Person e:d, i bit ion.
1 ht..~y tat(e
irf_
c:
f
the
~~h~hb~i~ Committee on Studies to.writ~ t~e-~at~!~?n:~::yino: one, 1 1t1on (10-20 pages).
The Final FroJeL
c
Person show
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t 1 og
a public talk, and an oral
def r
,
and exh1b1t1on ca_a
,
utlined in the guidelines for
en~e of the war~
all of which are O
h
·
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" s 1ng Track I I program .
Warded the M.F.A. degree.
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:\IAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: ----'S=e,,,..pi:c-t=em=b=e~r,___.,2'""'1:..Jl,__.,1'"'9..:8Jl!..9_ _ _ _ __ _
Unit:

Theatre

Arts Department

( Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.
7.

8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
~
Dean of Library Services
O0 3
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and /or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

I. Major Change

Degree

New

Major

New

Minor

New

Concentration

New

Revision of
existing degree
Revision of
existing major
Revision of
existing minor
Revision of
existing concentration

X

Delet ion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provid ed or on attached
sheets.

II. Minor Change

Name Change

Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.

Existing Name: M.A. in Theatre Arts - Change to: M.A. in Theatre and Dance
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

See Attached.

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

Effective Date of Proposed Change: ____S..:..p_r_i_n=g_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19!earO
Semester

.. ,

0!{>

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements) See Attached.
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes _ _
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved?
(attac statement)

p<i
Approvals: Dean of Library Serv1ceia,..l:~~~~~~~~~ ~~~d.:~;..:::z:___

i~

College Curricula Committee__:"'-~~~--!W.,o....;S.........L~~-L..JL--- -

No

~:::=7'rr:;«:/,:f:f?
, :: ==

(if necessary)
Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
College or School FacultY----1--&1:l---- ~-d-l~l-+
- - - - -.-.-F-=--~:,c_-_ 1_:_-___,
j _O~ ~
College or School Dean----~~-c_..!..::.....::::..L.__J,--1~'.-l~ULX~L..=...-=------- Date: ~
FS Undergraduate Ac. Affairs __________ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date=--- - - ~ --

and/ or FS Graduate Committee_-1,1--t!,,._.lll~~-µ....b,,-~- - - - - - - Date:_.._.........u.ui...=...ic1.<-J.,1--1._....<-Date: ~ ~~ ::-=.4-_ __
Office of Graduate Studiesi.--- ~ ~ g4;....::.:.':...-lq..--,-+-- - - - Date=-~~~~ ~"-FS Curricula C~m~i~e
Provost
__a;cf tJ 1
Faculty Senate _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Universit y o f New Mexico
( Revised 6-1-81 )
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Date: .........~"'--'...,___._.~-Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Attachment to forn1 C: New MA Concentrations in Dance added to Theatre
Arts Master of Arts Degree.
'
,,.. _ 0
(
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DEGREES OFFERED
M.A. in Theatre and Dance

Concentrations: Theatre: playwriting, directing and educational theatre.
Dance: choreography, dance history & criticism, dance kinesiology and dance
education.
The Department of Theatre Arts offers advanced work on the Master's
level .in the areas of theatre and dance for the student interested in teaching,
practice, or further graduate study. The master's program aims to strengthen
the methods of:1) interpreting and staging existing dramatic and
choreographic work, 2) creating and preparing new dramatic and
choreographic work for stage and classroom, 3) analysis of performance and
analysis of performance in an historical context, 4) teaching theatre and dance.
To enter the program the student should have completed a major in the
field or have taken a minimum of 24 hours in the theaµ-e or dance. Students
applying for the theatre concentrations will be expected to have 24 hours
selected from the areas of acting, directing, playwriting, theatre history,
technical theatre, dramatic literature and criticism. Students applying for the
dance concentrations will be expected to have 24 hours selected from the areas
of dance technique, dance history and crlticism, choreography, movement
analysis, rhythmic fundamentals, or kinesiology.
The student applying for admission should submit to the Department of
Theatre Arts 1) a letter of intent clearly expressing the applicant's objectives in
undertaking graduate study, 2) a recent example of the applicant's critical or
script writing or video tape of a choreographic work, and 3) three letters of
recommendation.
REQUIRED COURSES
The Department's description of its degree pla.ns and different .
concentrations list the required courses. The required courses provide a
common conceptual framework for all the gradua.te students in the .program,
strengthening critical and practical abilities th~t will support and guide the
student's direction and emphasis in the remainder of the program and
beyond.
REQUIRED COURSES
TA 500 Introduction to Graduate Study
TA 503 Performance Theory
.
[Dramatic Theory and Critical ~nalysis]
TA 506 Critical Issues in the Performing Arts
TA 509 Graduate Internship

3
3
3
3

f

I

I

~

,.
THEATRE EMPHASIS: DEGREE PLANS

2

OJ5

CONCENTRATIONS IN:
DIRECTING, PLAYWRITING, EDUCATIONAL THEATRE

PLAN I
Required courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509
Courses related to special concentrations:
directing, playwriting, educational theatre
Master's Thesis: 599 (minimum of 6 hrs)
Total hours required for degree

12
12
6

24 plus thesis

PLAN II

Required courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509
Courses related to special concentrations:
directing, playwriting, educational theatre
Master's Essay: TA 598
Electives
~
Total hours required for degree

12
12

3
6

33

DANCE EMPHASIS: DEGREE PLANS•

3

r

OJG

CHOREOGRAPHY CONCENTRATION

PLAN II ONLY

Required courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509

12

Courses related to special concentration:
choreography

12

Recommended Courses:
Dance 411 Advanced Study in Forms of Choreography 3cr
Dance 422 Advanced Dance Repertory (as choreographer) 4cr
TA 551/552 Special Problems 2cr
TA 596 Student Production Project 3cr.
Master's Essay: TA 598

3

Electives
Suggested Courses:
Courses in Theatre, Music, Art, Film/TV, Dance Education

6

Total ,pours required for degree

33

DANCE HISTORY & CRITICISM CONCENTRATION
PLAN I ONLY

Required courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509
Courses related to special concentration:
Dance History & Criticism
Recommended Courses:
Dance 431 Dance Criticism 3cr
Dance 564 Dance History III 3cr
Art History 482 or 491 or 426
Music History 416
Film/TV 326 or 328
Master's Thesis: 599 (minimum of 6 hrs)

12

12

6

Total hours required for degree (plus thesis) 24

DANCE KINESIOLOGY CONCEf'lTRATION
I

I

,

4

...

.

O·"~
'--'

I,

PLAN II ONLY

Required courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509, Dance 450
Courses related to special concentration:
Kinesiology
Recommended Courses:
Phys. Ed. 514 Kinesiotherapy 3cr
Phys. Ed. 528 Neuromuscular Performance 3cr.
TA 529 Advanced Topics in Theatre and Dance 3cr
Phys. Ed. 523 Biomechanics 3cr
Master's Essay: TA 598
Electives (a minimum of 3 hours must be in Dance or Theatre)
Suggested Courses:
Dance 422 Advanced Dance Repertory 4cr,
Dance 566 Methods & Materials for Teaching
Dance/Movement 3cr
Dance 567 Supervised Practicum 3cr.
Phys. Ed. 472 Evaluation of Athletic Injuries 3cr.
Phys. Ed. 473 Rehabilitation of Athletic Injuries 3cr.
TA 551/552 Problems 2cr

15

9

3
6

'

I'

Tqtal hours required for degree 33

DANCE EDUCATION CONCENTRATON
PLAN I

Required Courses:
TA 500,TA 503,TA 506, TA 509
Courses related to special concentration: Dance Education
Recommended Courses:
Dance m""Curriculum Development for Dance Education
Dance 450 Advanced Movement Analysis
Dance 566 Methods and Materials for Teaching Dance
Dance 567 Teaching Practicum,
Educational Foundations 501 Statistics,
Educational Foundations 515 Philosophy of Educa~on
.
Educational Foundations 605 Qualitative Research m Education
Master's Thesis: 599 (minimum of 6 hrs)

12
12

6

Total hours required for degree (plus thesis) 24

PLAN II

5

,. -

Required Courses:
TA 500, TA 503, TA 506, TA 509

0 ::'B
12

Courses related to special emphasis:
Dance Education
Recommended Courses:
~ C u r r i c u l u m Development for Dance Education
~1 C\_ . Dance 450 Advanced Movement Analysis
(,JI
Dance 566 Methods and Materials for Teaching Dance
Q..
Dance 567 Teaching Practicum,
TA 415 Educational Theatre
TA 418 Creative Drama
Art Education 468 Image & Imagination in Art Ed. & Art Therapy
Master's Essay: supervised under Masters Essay, TA 598
Electives
Suggested Courses:
Educational Foundations 515 Philosophy of Education
Educational Foundations 605 Qualitative Research in Education
Graduate courses in Theatre, Music, Art, Film/TV

I

12

3
6

Total hours required for degree 33

·AII graduate students will be required to register for Dance 549, Graduate
Dance Technique 1-3 credits, during each ~mester of residency, or to make
other faculty-approved arrangements for daily technique classes.

-.

'

Date:

11/22/89

'

'

I
•I

Rationale for a Request for Revision of Theatre Arts Master of Arts
Degree, adding New Concentrations in Dance
The F~culty of the Department of Theatre Arts is proposing an
expansion of our Master of Arts program to include concentrations 1n
Choreography, Dance History and Criticism, Dance Kinesiology and
Dance Education. A number of dance students have already attained
their Master of Arts degrees in Theatre Arts with a dance emphasis,
but the program was not formerly organized with dance
concentrations. The title of the degree will change from MA in
Theatre Arts to MA in Theatre and Dance. The proposed degree
plans will allow us to recruit students for a master's program that is
specifically designed for dance students. In addition, this proposal
responds to the priorities set forth in the UNM 2000 report
enunciating the importance of strong graduate programs at UNM.
Due to the separation of Film/TV from the Theatre Arts Department,
we will forward in this academic year a name change for the
Department changing the name from Theatre Arts to the Department
of Theatre and Dance. The new concentrations will build upon the
procedures and standards developed~ in the more than ten years
during which the Department of Theatre Arts has offered M.A.
concentrations in Playwriting, Directing and Theatre Education. The
proposed concentrations in Dance parallel the existing M.A.
concentrations in Theatre in terms of core courses, degree plans and
size. Dance will utilize the same sequence of core courses, modified
appropriately to include Dance, and parallel the degree plans (Plans I
& II) already in place in Theatre. The size of the Dance component of
the M.A. will have a ceiling of 15 as does the existing Theatre
Emphasis.
No new resources will be required, as the full and ongoing part-time
Dance Faculty possess the skills and credentials to conduct these
degree plans in conjunction with faculty from other UNM
departments, primarily through existing courses. The Department of
Health Promotion, Physical Education and Leisure Pr.ogra~s has been
supportive of our proposal to develop this concentrauon 1n. Dance
Kinesiology and has offered to develop a new course, Applied
Kinesiology for Dancers, especially for our M.A. students.

The new degree plans will have minimal impact on the workloads of
full-time Dance Program faculty, for the following reasons:
1) Most of the purely Dance courses in the MA concentrations
are already being offered as 400-level courses which may be taken
for graduate credit.
2) The new graduate courses in the Dance Education area can
be taught at the same time and place and by the same instructor as
existing courses, which have small enrollments.
3) The new graduate course in Dance History will be offered rn
a three-semester rotation with the two existing Dance History
courses, so that Dr. Chazin-Bennahum's workload will not be
increased in any given semester.
4) Second-year graduate students will be engaged to teach
introductory-level courses, for smaller fees than we are now paying
part-time instructors, allowing us to cove_r more I 00-level courses
with part-time funds than was previously possible, and to free up
senior-level faculty for graduate supervision.
We will continue to require a Graduate Diagnostic Examination,
appropriately modified for Dance. We require a minimum of 24
hours preparation in undergraduate dance courses, paralleling the
Theatre Emphasis and we expect that the Graduate Diagnostic
Examination will reveal deficiencies in many of our students which
will result in their having to take additional undergraduate courses.
The addition of properly prepared graduate dance students to our
Department will enhance the quality of our undergraduate courses,
as the more mature students become positive role models, and as our
dance productions benefit from the experience of these new students
as performers and/or choreographers. Many of the students who
have expressed interest in these new concentrations have impressive
academic backgrounds as well as extensive professional
achievements. We hope to enlist graduate students to teach courses
in our Saturday children's program in creative movement, to take
leadership roles in the touring engagements of the UNM Flamenco,
Ballet and Contemporary Dance Ensembles and to assist in other
areas of community outreach.

." ..
t,

JUSTIFICATION FOR CONCENlRATION IN CIIOREOGRAPHY:
There is no advanced training in choreography currently available m
New Mexico. Our state's studios, companies and college dance
programs are producing hundreds of performers but very few
choreographers. The dearth of qualified applicants for New Mexico
Arts Division project grants in choreography and for UNM's recent
Centennial Choreography Award speaks strongly of the need for
advanced training in this discipline. Bill Evans, who would provide
much of the guidance to the choreography students, has been
recognized internationally for his choreographic achievements, and
has received 15 major choreographic awards, including a
.
Guggenheim Fellowship and several fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Arts. The M.A. in Choreography will respond to a
significant need in the state and region and elevate the quality of
creative work in our program until such time as an even more
demanding M.F.A. in choreography and/or performance can be
developed at UNM.
,,

JUSTIFICATION FOR CONCENTRATION IN DANCE HISTORY &
CRITICISM:
The field of dance history and criticism is growing rapidly.
Approximately 300 universities throughout the United States now
require dance history and/or criticism courses of dance majors and
minors and there are many new books being written to enhance
academic dance literature. However, only one graduate institution rn
the country currently offers an M.A. in dance history. Dr. Judith
Chazin-Bennahum and her colleagues Bill Evans (M.F.A.), Jennifer
Predock-Linnell (Master of Arts in Education, on a Ph.D. track) and
other faculty from the Department of Theatre Arts and the College of
Fine Arts are prepared to develop this degree plan with the
continuing assistance of Jim Wright, the Fine Arts Librarian. Dr.
Chazin-Bennahum has been working with Mr. Wright for the past ten
years in the building of a proper collection of books on dance and
dance studies. UNM, at present, has adequate slide, video a.nd book
collections to begin this concentration because of the collect1ons m
support of the Ph.D. in art history and those in support of
instructional programs in music, film, theatre .and v~sual arts. We
expect that students following this concentrat10n will eventually
move on to Ph.D. programs at other universities.

I.

'

.

JUSTIACATION FOR CONCENTRATION IN KINESIOLOGY:
This concentration will train teachers of dance technique who
understand kinesiology and are able to conduct classes which '
prevent rather than produce the chronic overuse injuries which
~lague our . pro~ession. It would also enable us to prepare specialists
in dance kmes1ology who could work with professional dancers,
dance schools and dance companies, analyzing technique problems
resulting in injuries or hampered expressivity and suggesting
exercise programs to help correct such inappropriate movement
patterns. Those who follow this concentration could initiate and
conduct programs in strength, flexibility and conditioning for dancers
and other performing artists in professional schools, private studios,
and college and university dance programs. There is an increasing
demand for dancers educated in the scientific as well as artistic
aspects o( our art form. However it is the belief of the UNM Dance
faculty that dance kincsiology is most successfully approached from
an artistic point of view. Hence, the appropriateness of the M.A.
rather than an M.S. degree. We expect that many of these students
will eventually choose to continue their graduate studies at other
institutions which offer the Ph.D. m dance, exercise physiology,
kinesiology, and related fields.
..,

JUSTIFICATION FOR CONCENTRATION IN DANCE EDUCATION:
This concentration will train creative artist/educators who
understand dance as a fine art and as a discipline within various
classroom environments. This plan of study will go beyond the Fine
Arts Licensure recently approved by the New Mexico State Board of
Education to further prepare K-12 teachers to develop and
implement dance programs in our public schools. Licensure with a
dance emphasis has been developed here in the College of Fine Arts
and its approval by the Board of Education is pending. It will enable
prospective teachers to become proficient and licensed in dance
either through the College of Education or the College of Fine Arts.
Since the undergraduate requirements in da~ce f~r the licen~ure. will
be only 36 hours, the M. A. in Dance Education will be essential m
properly equipping the se'rious dance ~rtist/educato~ for t~e multifaceted demands s/he is likely to face m the teaching environment.
Only sixteen states have dance as part of their public educ~tion .
curriculum and New Mexico is not among them. Students rn this
concentratton will become the dance education pioneers who
establish dance programs in our public schools. It will prepare

.'

!"

students for positions in those states such as North Carolina which
have more openings for certified dance specialists than qualified ·
applicants. In addition, it will also train dance education specialists
for college and university dance programs, for private schools (i.e.,
Montessori schools), private dance studios, day care centers, fitness
centers, artists-in-the-schools programs, and for work with drill
teams, cheer leading squads and special education programs.

'I

THE UNIVERSITY OF I\~\\· )\ fE \..lCO
:May 10, 1000
To:

Ri chard Holder, Vice President for Academic Affairs

From:

R. C. De Vries, Chairman FS Curricula Commi ttee

Subj ect:

Doctor of Pharmacy

Q. .{ .J) .

The Faculty Senate Curricula Committee approved t he enclosed F orm C for the
Doctor of Ph armacy Degree at the April 27, 1000 meeting. Included wi th the
Form C are the proposal, copies of the subcommittee report on the proposal, a
memo from Doug George indicating that the FS Graduate Commit tee does not
have jurisdiction over the program, and a memo from Daniel Nona of the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education regarding a revision of Accredi tation
Standards and Guidelines for Colleges of Pharmacy.
I recommend that the full Senate consider the program. This program involves a
rather- radical change for the department. In addi tion, it is not a Ph. D. degree
but rather a p rofessional degree. Also, the new degree will be expensive to implement. Nevertheless because of upcoming changes in accreditation st and ards for
Pharmacy, t he new 'degree will have to be implemented in the near future if Pharmacy is to reblin accreditat ion.

:NAY t ·1 1990

II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Om:

1,.0 .

Decembe r 6 , 1989

To:

R. C. DeVries

FROM:

Douglas R. George, Chair, Faculty Senate Gr aduat e Committee

SUBJECT:

Doctor of Pharmacy Degree

0~

The Senate Graduate Committee considered t he pr oposal for the Doctor
of Pharmacy program on December 1.

The Commi t tee concluded t hat it

had no jurisdiction over such a professional degr ee .
the proposal .

DRG / ona
Enc losure

I am r eturning

a:..,..:;;;_;,,• THE

'
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~ \1ERIC,~"J COUNCIL 0~ PHAR.\tACEL'TICAL EDL'CATION

311 West Superior Street• Chicago. llllno1s 60610. 312/ 664-357 5 • FAX 3121 664 . 4652
Dan1e1 t\ . Nona. Ph .D .. Sc .D .
Execuuve Otreoor

September 18, 1989
TO:

William M. Hadley, Dean

FROM:

Daniel A. Nona

RE:

Revision of Accreditation Standards and Guidelines in l990's

Accreditation standards reflect professional and educational qualities
identified by the Council as essential to quality professional programs
ot Colleges and Schools of Pharmacy.
These standard• and their
derivative guidelines serve as the basis for both collegiate and
external program evaluation.
Standard• are set by the ACPE in
accordance with a procedure which provides adequate time and
opportunity for all parties significantly affected by the acer ditation
process to comment on such standards prior to th ir adoption.
Since the first accreditation standards were published in 1937, th se
evaluative criteria have been revised periodically, about every six or
seven years, in keeping with changes in pharmaceutical education and
pharmacy practice. The current standards and associated guidelines
were adopted July 1, 1984, and became effective January 1, -1985,
following a two-year period during which open hearings were held and
written comments were received. Formulation of these revi ions were
initiated, with the assistance of the pharmacy community, in the late
1970's.
The enclosed "Declaration of Intent" to initiate the revision process ,
which was unanimously approved by the Board of Directors ~f the ACPE
at a meeting held in Chicago ·on September 16-17, 1989, provides notice
of revision in the 1990's and sets-forth the Council's intention to
formulate accreditation standards and guidelines, within the sole
framework ot a doctor of pharmacy program. Due to the degree program
conatruct for the proposed revisions, the Council expects the period
for formulation of revisions and the time necessary for comments and
hearinga to take substantially longer than revision processes of the
past.
However, the goal of the Council is to adopt standards and
guidelines tor a doctor of pharmacy program as s~on as the year 2000.
In accord with ACPE policies and procedures, .revised standards become
effective on a date designated by the Council, generally later than
that of their adoption~
The "Declaration of Intent" to revise accreditation standard within
the framework of a doctor of pharmacy proc,ram is als~ intended to serve
as a resource tor academic and professional studies planned .and in
progress.
RECEIVED

.J i: P2 3 589
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Declaration ot Intent: Revision of Accreditation standards
in 1990's in Keeping with Changes in Pharmacy Practice
and Pharmaceutical Education

The American Council on Pharmaceutical Education recognizes the
changes occurring and contemplated in health care and acknowledges
that the

societal

purpose of pharmacy dictates that

patient-centered practice.

it be a

Hence, it is the view of ACPE that the

mission of the pharmacy practitioner is to assume responsibility
for providing pharmaceutical services that ensure rational drug use
in the individualized care of patients.

The goals of the pharmacy practitioner's services are:
1)

to

provide

drug therapy

that

is

appropriate ,

safe ,

efficacious and cost effective;
2)

to educate and motivate patients to assume an appropriate
and active role in self-care and the management of the i r
drug therapy as related to their particular medical
conditions; and

3)

to effect the appropriate distribution of medication to
patients.

I

l -

The

ACPE

intends

to

establish new programmatic accrecl i tat ion

standards that reflect and respond to the above mission set-forth
for the pharmacy practitioner.

Based upon the Council's a nalys i s

and assessment of current practice developments , · future practice
challenges and the corresponding educational preparedness needed ,
the Council foresees the time when the accreditation standards will
focus upon a doctor of pharmacy program as the only professiona l
degree program evaluated and accredited.

This new direction may

become adopted as soon as the year 2000.

The ACPE presents this opinion to the pharmacy community and the
public.

Full and open discussions are intended, including hearings

and written comments regarding revision of curricular and other
standards.

The procedure for hearings and submission of written

comments will be released in 1990.

~eveloped and unanimously approved by the Board of Directors of the

American council on Pharmaceutical Education, September 17, 1989.
Ellen E. Chaffee
Robert K. Chalmers
Jack L. Coffey
Jack R. Cole
Leonard J. DeMino
Harold N. Godwin
Michael E. Hart, Jr.
William J. Kinnard, Jr.
Evelyn o. Timmons
John H. Vandel

~,
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FORMC
MAJOR AND MINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Date: __9_/_12_/_8_9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Unit:

College of Pharmacy
( Dept., Div., Prog.)

6.

7.
8.
9.

UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE
Routing (All three copies)
r
Dean of Library Setvices
\.JJ
College Curriculum Comm. if necessary
College or School Faculty
College or School Dean
FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm.
Office of Graduate Studies (For grad.
level changes)
FS Curricula Committee
Provost
Faculty Senate

1 1"\n

I. Major Change
Pharm.D.
New
(Doctor of Pharmacy)
New

Degree

Revision of
Deletion
existing degree
Major
Revision of
Deletion
existing major
Revision of
Deletion
Minor
New
existing minor
Concentration New
Revision of
Deletion _ _ _ _ _ __
existing concentration
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in the catalog in the space provided or on attached
sheets.
(See Attached)
11. Minor Change
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration.
Minor program revision (3-5 hours)

Reasons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary)

.

New Professional Degree
Effective Date of Proposed Change: _F~aa..1..1.._____________

1991

Semester

Year

t#f}

Budgetary and Faculty Load Implications: (attach statements)
Might this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes~
If yes, have you resolved these issues with department involved? 'If$ (attach statement)

No _ _

S i g n a t u r e : " ~Approvals: Dean of Library Services
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DOCTOR OF PHARMACY (PHARM.D.) CURRICULUM

Advanced Placement Oimited)
Summer Session

Course No.

Credit Hr.

Clinical Rotations ............................................ 733,433 ........................ 4
Community Pharmacy Externship .................. 735,435 ........................ 4
Hospital Pharmacy Externship ....................... 757,457 ........................ !
12

First Year Pharm.D.
Fall Semester
Adv. Pathophysiol. and The.rapeutics I.. ... 701 ................................... 12
Clinical Seminar ........................................ 705 ..................................... 1
Statistical Methodology ......................................................................... 3
Health Services .......................................... 703 ..................................... !
.............................................................................................................. 17

Clinical Science: Patient Interviewing & Physical Assessment

2

Spring Semester
Adv. Pathophysiol. and Therapeutics ll.... 702 ................................... 12
Clinical Seminar.......................................... 705 ..................................... I
Applied Clinical Pharmacokinetics ........... 704 ..................................... 3
Electives• ............................................................................................... J.
19

*Pharmacy 782,482 (Clinical Toxicology) for advanced placement students

Second Year Pharm.D.
Summer, Fall and Spring
Clinical Clerkships ...................................... 706 ................................... 36
Clinical Seminar.......................................... 705 ..................................... 3
Elective Clerkships ................................................................................ 1
47

1 ..

• ll..

IMPACT ON BUDGET AND FACULTY
The creation of a new degree program almost invariably requires The addition of
new faculty if it is to be successful. Doctor of Pharmacy programs are especially labor
intensive and require not only the faculty time and effort to provide new instruction,
but also the establishment of new practice sites. This is especially true in New Mexico
where the pharmacy community has yet to develop a significant number of clinical
practices in the private sector. As a result, it is necessary to engage new faculty before
the instructional need is present. The growing size of the baccalaureate degree program
in pharmacy will preclude the dedication of any existing Clinical Pharmacy fac ulty
resources to a new degree program. The calculation of minimum faculty needs is based
on the assumption that the present Clinical Pharmacy faculty shortage in the College has
been alleviated. New Clinical Pharmacy faculty hired to support this program will share
baccalaureate and doctoral instruction with the existing Clinical Pharmacy facul ty.
Effective implementation of this initial phase of the Doctor of Pharmacy
program will require the addition of a faculty member with expertise in pathophysiology
and four Clinical Pharmacy FTE faculty, three prior to the first year of the program and
the fourth prior to the second year.

Examples of needed areas of Clinical Pharmacy

practice expertise include clinical pharmacokinetics, adult internal medicine, ambulatory
care and psychiatry.

Sharing of faculty positions with local hospitals and other

institutions may permit the College to access the services of more than four faculty
practitioners while limiting costs to four FTE. These new faculty will require clerical
and travel support, as well as suitable office space, a commodity in short supply in the
existing Nursing/ Pharmacy Building. Expansion of the program beyond the needs of the
fourth year to accomodate more students will require more new faculty, but will be
accomplished with fewer FTE/ student because the need will be for practice site
instructors rather than both practice sites and classroom instructors.

IMPACT ON STUDENTS AND EXISTING PROGRAMS
The creation of a Pharm.D. program will have an impact on the ex1stmg
baccalaureate pharmacy program in that some students may be selected for early
placement into the professional doctoral program.

These students would have first

priority for placement into Summer Session clinical rotation and externship experiences.
The admission process will emphasize the selection of qualified New Mexico
residents and current UNM College of Pharmacy students. Outstanding applicants from
other institutions will be considered.

A limited number of students from the UNM

College of Pharmacy may be selected for admission by the end of the second semester of
their fourth professional year. These students, initially not to exceed one half the total
admitted during that year, will be tracked directly into the Pharm.D. curriculum through
the utilization of the Summer session following their fourth year for completion of the
required pharmacy practice elements of the conventional fifth year curriculum.

~a
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This proposal outlines a professional doctoral degree in pharmacy (Doctor of Pharmacy,
Pharm.D.) for the University of New Mexico College of Pharmacy.

The College is the sole

provider of professional education in pharmacy in the State of New Mexico, offering the B.S.
degree.

In the mid- l 980's it introduced graduate programs in Toxicology, Hospital Pharmacy,

Radiopharmacy and Pharmacy Administration.

The Doctor of Pharmacy degree was introduced in the late 1950's. Currently, two- thirds
of the nation's schools and colleges of pharmacy offer Pharm.D. degrees, with at lea.st 40%
offering it as either their only professional degree or as a alternative to the baccalaureate as
first professional degree.

Both of these figures are growing rapidly and the American

Association of Colleges of Pharmacy has twice considered recommending that the Pharm.D.
degree be the sole entry level degree in pharmacy. The two major professional organizations in
pharmacy (the American Pharmaceutical Association and the American Society of Hospital
Pharmacists) have both called for the adoption of the Pharm.D. as the entry level degree in
pharmacy, thus paralleling the adoption of professional doctoral degrees in other health
professions (M.D., D.D.S., D.V.M., etc.). Currently, New Mexico students must leave the state
in order to pursue advanced professional education. Few of these skilled practitioners return to
New M~xico.

Nationally, only about 3% of Pharm.D. degrees are awarded to Hispanics.

The

UNM College of Pharmacy is in a unique position to help correct this unfortunate situation.

The graduate of the proposed Pharm.D. program will be prepared to have a significant
Positive impact on the quality of drug therapy provided to the citizens of New Mexico.

The

advanced pharmacotherapeutic education and clinical training will produce a practitioner who

will be both professionally confident and competent. The graduate will be prepared to either
enter into an advanced practice opportunity or to compete successfully for placement in
residencies or fellowships.
The proposed program will have a limited enrollment and the curriculum of the program
. h d . .
f post - baccalaureate students or the tracking of currently
o permit t e a m1ss1on o
This flexibility in admission will permit the accommodation of the
enrolled students.
co 'd
.
.
· ·
pressed by the community of New
nsi erable mterest in advanced professional trammg ex
Mexico
. .
.
th time-efficient education of outstanding students
practicing pharmac1Sts as we 11 as e
is designed t

already in the College.

Post-baccalaureate students will complete the curriculum in two yean

(four semesten and one summer session) while utilization of two summer sessions would allow a
current student te complete the Pharm.D. curriculum as a first professional degree in six yean.
The additional f acuity manpower required to institute a large Pharm.D. degree program
can be significant, especially for a small college of pharmacy like UNM. Clinical education,
which is the core of any Pharm.D. degree program, is faculty labor-intensive.

Unlike many

other states which have long-standing Pharm.D. degree programs, New Mexico does not have a
large number of advanced level pharmacy practitioners in the community who might serve as
volunteer and part-time faculty.

The significant initial investment in faculty asked by this

proposal will pay benefits by building a body of qualified preceptors for the future.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
MEMO

Apr i 1 2. 1990
To:

Ronald C. DeVries, Ph.D.
Chairman, Universitv Curricula Committee

From:

Subcommittee on Evaluation of Pharm.D. Proposal
Stephen R. Perls. Ed.D .• Chairman
Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry
Margaret A. Greenberg, M.S.N.
Lecturer II, College of Nursing
Clara 0. Miera, M.Ed.
Assistant Professor, Division of Dental Progr3ms

Glynn G. RaymondJ Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, College of Pharmacv
Subject:

Pharm.D. Proposal from the College of Pharmacy

Bae kg round

On Januarv 11 and 19, 1990. the
subcommittee met to evaluate the
Doctor o~ Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) degree propos3l submitted by
the
College of Pharmacy.
The subcommittee, prior to the January 11
meeting,
had received far review the official oroposal
submitted
on September 11. 1989.
The members then came ~o the meeting with
their questions.and concerns about the orooosal document content.
This memorandum consists of. in principle. questions and concerns
e xp ressed by the members of . the subcommittee during the January 11
meeting.
The questions and concerns were then canveved . via Glvnn
R~ymond. in a January 12 meeting with Bill Troutman. Pharm.D .
and
Kelly, Pharm.O. (both are UNM College of charmacv Clinical
dCUlty).
These two individuals were instrumental
in drafting
the proposal
for
the Pharm.D.
degree.
Af~er reviewing
the
clarifications received
from the C.O.P.
<Col l eoe of Pharmacv )
Cl 1· ·
n1ca1
Faculty
the subcommittee. at the ,J 2r; '..,.::\rv
1~ meeting.
1
·na
·
'
·
_, n1mously recommended approval of
the Proressi':.'na 1 F·h arm.D.
Degree for the College of Pharmacv.

=~11

~UrE?
~

I ntent of Pharmacv Edur3~1cn

Accreditation standards reflect
~rof2s s1cnal 3nd
~d~cational
~uaJities essential to quallt v crofessional pr~gram~ of c~11eges
~n~ Schools of Pharmacv. Tnese standards and tre1 r aer1vat1ve
9U1delines serve as the basis for colleg iate and external
program
=~=rluation:
Standards are _s.e~ bv
the American Council
on
maceutical
Education
<ALFE i in accordance with
a
procedure
q

1..1
which provides adequate time and opportunity for all
parties
significantly affected by the accreditation process to comment on
such standards prior to adoption.
A "Declaration of Intent" as part of an accreditation revision
process
(unanimously approved
by the ACPE Board of Directors
September 1989) provided notice of revision in the 1990 ' s and sets
forth ACPE's intention to formulate accreditation standaras and
guidelines,
within the sole framework of a doctor of
pharmacy
(Pharm.D.) program.
Based upon ACPE's analysis and assessment of
current practice developments, future practice challenges and
the
corresponding educational preparedness needed~ ACPE foresees
the
time when the accreditation standards will focus upon a Pharm .D.
program as
the only professional degree program evaluated and
accredited.
The goal of ACPE is to adopt standards and guidelines
for a
Pharm.D. program as soon as the year 2000.
Even
though
this may not be a requirement until the year 2000~ it would
be
wise to
begin the program a few years earlier. so that initial
problems could
be resolved
before the Pharm.D.
is the sole
mandatory professional pharmacy degree at UNM.
Out-of-State Pharm.D. Education for UNM Graduates
Currently,
UNM College of Pharmacv B.S. graduates must leave the
state
in crder to pursue an advanced professional education.
On
the average. in most recent y ears, there have been
two or three
students per year, upon graduation at UNM. who have gone to states
where
there has been an established Pharm.D. orogram in order
to
pursue his/her advanced orofessional educat~ =n .
Within the
l ast
year,
the interest of the current 5th vear , ~ay 1990 graduation)
C\nd 4th year (May 1991 gradLtation) classes h2.·1e sh~~n much greaterinterest
in
pursuing a
Pharm.D. degree e v en it
it requires
attending
school in another state.
Those interested individuals
have also stated
that they would stay at UNM if
there was a
Pharm.D. program.
t!_ispanic Pharm.D. Graduates
to
Nationally.
only ~bout 3 % of Pharm.D. degrees are awarded
Hispanics.
The organization who keeps trac~ of st~t~ s t1cs in
Colleges of Pharmacy is The American Associati on of ~ o~ l eges of
Pharmacy (AACP).
AACP statistics show that there ~re cnlv 4% of
to
B S
awarded.
on a
national
level.
· · degrees in pharmacv
.
the
Hispanics.
The enrollment. according to AACP statistic:, in
BS
~ere at UNM consist~ of 3(1 'l.
· ·
Pharmacy
professional orogr~m i :
Hi
ent such a~ this. UNM can
spanics.
With a Hisoanic enro 11 m
. of
a significant
imoact on placing Hispanics in the orofession
Pharmacy with a Ph~rm.D. degree.
Fut

~ Job

The

.
.
_
f
Market Consider-at1on=> g_

! !NM

=--

F·harmacv Graduates

D proaram will be preoared to
' graduate of the proposed Pharm. · th alit v of drug
therapv
h ave
.
. .
pact en
e au
.
a significant positive 1 m
.
A · far as the future J ob
5
Provided to the citizens of ~Jew Me :-· 1 co.
.;mmedi· ate
ma I
UNM there are some •
rKet of Pharm.D. graduates frcm
•
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local
impact changes in employment structuring.
On a
national
level, Veterans Administration (VA) Hospital Pharmacy Services has
made a committment to updating patient care services provided
bv
the hospital pharmacy.
Those who will do the hiring of
clinical
pharmacists will take a more critical look at the qualifications
of
their future employees.
One of the qualifications that will
stand out will be whether the applicant has advanced professional
training, such as a Pharm.O. degree.
Since we have a VA facilitv
located in the southeastern part of town. it would portray a
less
than
positive
pic~ure
if none of the UNM College of Pharmacy
graduates met the criteria to be employed at the VA only
because
they
had
not
received a Pharm.D. degree.
Some of
the other
hospital pharmacies in the state have expressed an interest in the
hiring of
Pharm.o.·s
in their
long-term expansion plans
for
providing
progessive pharmacy services to their patients.
On
a
national
classified advertising level, there has been a
steady
increase
in
the minimal qualifications for
hiring a
clinical
pharmacist with a Pharm.O. degree.
If a Pharm.D. degree cannot be
awarded
to UNM College of Pharmacy graduates
then
those
individuals will be at a disadvantage if ~hey choose to compete
for jobs on a national level.
Competence Evalua tion of l)Nt1 Pharm.D. Student
The Pharm.D.
st~dent competence will be measured by how
he / she
oerforms
in
the clinical or e xo eriential setting.
The C . O.P.
Clinical
F 3 cult ·,
will
jev e lcp
b2havioral
obJectives
a nd
me~surements
of · the Pkarm.D. student cons1Etent wi th what
is
consistent
r 2 commended
bv AACP
and
: Grrent
establi s ned
2 nd
F'!-:c1.rm. D. pr-ograrns.
,....

~~

of Proposed ~NM
- - Pharm.D.
- - - - - - C· !rriculum

The proposed UNM Pharm.D. curriculum 1s both a co~binaticn of what
AACP
current established
Pharm.D.
crograms are offering and
guidelines.
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Rationale of Pharm.D. Course Numbering
The UNH Ph•rm.D. curriculum courses w~re numbered
in
the 70 0series and not th& SOO-series.
Upon the advice of the Registrar ' s
Office,
the C.O.P. Clinical Faculty numbered the co u rses
in
th e
proposed Pharm.D. curriculum in the 7 0 0-series.
It should also be
noted
that
there are courses in the School
of
Law
that
are
numbered in the 700-series.
Since this is a professional and
not
a gr~duate
degree~
numbering Pharm.D.
courses a s
distant
as
possible from the 500- and 600-level courses in the M.S. and Ph.D.
programs
in
the
College of
Pharmacy will
avoid
registration
confusion.
Rationale of Summer Session Advanced Placement Courses
Summer Session
Advanced Placement courses were created
in
the
Pharm.D.
proposal
as a
means of
"fast-trac k ing"
e :-:ceptional
students
already enrolled at UNM.
In its most recent evaluation
of the UNM College of Pharmacy. ACPE called for the development of
a Pharm.D. program ~ith this feature included.
Required 5th year
Clinical
Rotations~ · Community Pharmacy E x tern s hio.
and Hoso i tal
Pharmacy Externship e x periences will be compressed into a
summer
session.
These compressed e :: oeriences wi 11 serve as
a
so ring
board
into the actual two-year Pharm.D. curriculum.
The B.S ••
required.
5th y ear e x perie"ces are 4 00-level c ourses alr e ad y
on
the books for the B.S. orogram. however the Pharm.D. student will
enroll in these same co u rses b ut in t he 700- ! 2vel series.
The s e
7 00-series
courses
will
ha v e
higher e xc~ cta t i on s
th an
t he
tradit i onal
5th ·:,1 ear of the B. S . oroqram.
:f a g raduate with
a
B.S.
in
Pharmacy
from UNM is accepted
in t~
the UNM Pharm.O.
Program.
he / she · will not have t o enroll in
the Su mmer Session
Ad v ance~
Placement courses.
f he reasoning f o r thi s i s since
the
UNM B.S. Pharmacy graduate enrolled in similar c our s es
( o v er
a
longer
period
of
time)
thev
would not
ha v e
to _reoeat
the
e x periences even though they were of the 400-le v e l series. _ _ The
Summer Session Advanced Placement 1 s not a
ten t ati v e
admission.
If
the Pharm.D. student does not oerfarm up to th e standards set
by
the C.O.P. Clinical Facultv during tha t s ~ort o er io d of
time.
then
that student will not be allowed t o orogre ss 10 t o
t ~e
F all
Semester of the First Year Pharm.D. Curriculum.
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Advanced Pathophysiology and Therapeutics Courses
The C.O.P. Clinical Faculty will develop further soecific course
goals, objectives, and methods of student e x pectations e v a lu ation
in both 12 credit hour Advanced Pathophysiology and Theraoeutics
courses.
The material
content of both Pharmac v 701 and
702
(Advanced Pathophysiology and Therapeutics I & II) courses is that
each organ system or section is an intensive short course of one
to three weeks duration taught bv a combination of
lecture .
seminar, and case study formats."
Ev en though the course content
may warrant a slight change in the mi x ture, it was felt by
the
C.O.P.
Clinical Faculty that the percentage distribution of
the
courses would be appro ximately 60% lecture. 20% seminar, and
20%
case study format.
Proposed Pharm.D. Curriculum Statistics Course
When
designing
the proposed
Pharm.D.
curriculum,
the C .O.P.
Clinical
Faculty wanted
to accomplish two major goals with a
stati.tics course:
1)
a basic statistics course for a
Pharm.D.
student and
2)
the abilit v
of
the Pharm.D.
student.
u oon
completion of the course. to be able to read and understand
the
statistics e mployed in articles that he / she would need to 2 ~ tract
information pertinent to his / he r clinical s~ecialt·1 area.
Pharm.D.
Science:

Student
!=' a t 1 2 n

t

Er._r-ollme0_t_ :;_r::. the Sc hoo l cf ~edicine Clinica l
r, q an d F' tJ v? i c a 1 ~~ se~sment Cour~e

I n t er v i e w i

There ha v e teen conve rsati ons
between the S : -201 of ~edicine
anci
the College of Phc:1.r ma~ ·,.
abc ,_: t tr.e enr-o l:i.mer. -:: of Fh arm.D. students
into
the Clini cal Scienc 2 :
Patient Inter ~ ~ew i rq and Physical
Assessment
c~urse offered bv t ~e Schoel of Medic i r e. _The C.O.P.
Clinical Faculty
have spo k en with S. Sc~tt Obenshain . M. D . _who is
in charge of the Clini cal Science cou rse.
Dr. Otenshain said ~hat
~e anticipated no problems with an 3d d1t1onal si x to eight
students from the Pharm.D. orogram in his course.
S,,tur-e Soace Implica tions of the Pharm.D. l:'..r.2.Q.cam
The C.O.P. Clinical Facult y cannot oredict the -rcwt h =otential
l.n v ears .
Th is
for space as
the Pharm.D. orogram progresses
difficulty is shared by all C . O .P. orograms .
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Medical School Campus Library Support
The C.O.P. Clinical Facuity feels that since the Medical Center
Library is currently supporting the educational
needs of
the
clinical
specialty areas of the School of Medicine. then that
is
adequately sufficient to support similar clinical specialty
areas
in the Pharm.O. program.
Letters of SL1pport from Pharmacy F'ract1 ticners
The C.O.P. Clinical Faculty said that the Pharm.D.
prooosal
was
reviewed
by
not on 1 y off ice rs of both
The
New
Me :: ico
Pharmaceutical Association and The New Mexico Society of Hospital
Pharmacists but also by pharmacy practitioners belonging to both
organizations.
Concerning
the specific letters of suoport.
t he
C.O.P.
Clinical
Faculty said that the voice of
the respective
professional organization presidents are indeed the voices of
the
pharmacy practitioners.

SURJECT:

Guidelines for Awarding Posthumous Degrees

~UF.STED

ACTION:

Approve the Guidelines

m\CKGIDUND INEORMM'ION:

Recently the Vice President for Academic Affairs has r eceived
requests for the awarding of a degree to a student who has died
before completing his or her course of study. The Vice
President has asked the Senate to fonnulate guidelines to be
followed in answering such requests.

POSTHUMOUS DEGREES

The University of New Mexico recognizes that earning an
academic degree is a matter of legitimate pride in achievement
not only for the students themselves but also for the family
members and friends who provide students with vitally important
support and encouragement during the course of their studies.
UNM also recognizes that not only the degree, but significant
progress in an academic program is, under certain circumstances,
an achievement which warrants special recognition.
Accordingly, the University of New Mexico will make avail able "posthumous degrees" of appropriate type and rank to be
bestowed upon a student who dies before he/ she is able to complete his/her program.
These degrees may be granted under the following circumstances and terms:
1)

The student is in degree status.

2)

The death of the student occurs after the student has
successfully completed at least half the credit hours
necessary for the degree.

3)

The student is currently enrolled or was enrolled t he
previous academic year.

4)

The faculty of the college or department must approve , and
also may initiate, the recommendation to award a degree
posthumously.

5)

A request to award a degree posthumously may also be initiated by the student's family, or a UNM administrator, and
then approved by the degree department.

6)

Requests for a posthumous degree should be made within one
year of the death of a student.

7)

Posthumous degrees, after department or coll ege approval,
are added to the college degree approvals granted by Faculty
Senate.
" ·11 be added to the
The degree and the word "posthumol;1s w~
. .
diploma and transcript as appropriate in each case, i .e. ,
B.A. (posthumous), M.S. (posthumous).

8)

CULTURAL PLURALISM
During its first century the University of New Mexico has become a major tat
university engag~d in teaching, research and public service activities. It ha gr wn fr
a student population of 150 and a faculty of a dozen to one numbering mor than 2 ,
students and more than 1,100 tenured or tenure-track faculty. As the University ha
grown it has become a more complex and diverse institution.
As a nation and as an institution, we face a future of chan~ng demographic patterns. o
scarce resources, of increasing economic competitiveness and of closer intern rional ties.
all of which contribute to the urgency of achieving mater diversity and ma imizine; our
use of human resources. The University's record on increasing access and panicipalion
in its foll HHssion by Hispanics, Native AmericaHs, African Americans and Asian
Americans and by European American women is miKed. Its hiring eKceeds the nalional
a,,ailability data in many disciplines, the academic performance of its srudents is
impro•,ring and its currimilar offerings and research programs are as varied as ics faculty.
Therefore, Ai!S the University enters its second century, it fHt!St renew~ its commitm nt
alld_to establish ~ leadership in securing the fullest participation of ·
·
·
.
-i..r .
.
.
A
•
d" • }}
•A1mencans,
rtat1ve ,A1mencans,
,A1s1an
nmencans
anu,.1 women tra~inonay
underrepresented groups in the full range of academic functions and roles.
The University is envisioned as a community characterized by its cultural plurali m
where differences in values, life experiences, and perspectives contribute to one's overall
education and are recognized as strengths to be validated, respected and pre erved.
TheFe is a need to create a community of women and men of aiffeFent ethnic, racial
religious eackgrouads, with ,,arying physical aeilities eeeause o_f d:i-sab~lity or age •uith
the range of family respoasibilities and eKperiences a c0Ennum1ty d~c~u~d ~o
@Kpanding the opportHnities fer learning aRd working in harmony \\:1~ divers Hy .. -.....~
seeks to become a community dedicated to expanding the opportumnes fo~ leammg an~
working in harmony with diversity: a community of wp~en and men of q1ffe.~nt ethmc.
racial. religious backgrounds, with vazying physical ab1ht1es because of d1sab1I1ty or age.
with the range of family responsibilities and experiences.
The campes is already acclaimed fer architecaKe at ease with its s~eendiflgs, d:rawi~g
its distiRcth•eaess from a syathesis of indigeaous styles anEl farms 'N'l~ modern matena:ls
and methods. An parallel academic environment will be sought that is open,
participatory, collegial and free of discrimination, however sub~e. ~s a mod~l of .
diversity, +the University of New Mexico must be~ meGel of ~vers1ty, PFO".'lR~ filll
~rove that equity need not compromise excellence, mdee_d that mtellec~al v1tal1ty and
ngor are enhanced by it. There will be a futl:IR' .chaBgmg Elemegraph~c patte~s ef .
scarce reso\HCes, ef iRcreasiRg ecoRemic co~p~anveness ~~ of ~l~ser lRternaaenal Hes
all of •.vhich coatribute to the urgeRcy of acluev1ag greater diversiEy .

et
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ASSURING DIVERSl'IY ON UNIVERSI'IY COMMITTEES
BACKGROUND
At its June 12, 1990 meeting, the University of New Mexico Board of Regents adopted a
resolution reaffirming its commitment to having representation from underrepre ented
groups on University committees, including search and standing committees. The re olution
also called on the administration to develop strategies and opportunities for increa ing the
participation of these groups on University committees and directed the administration to
report to the regents within 90 days.
This report is submitted in response to that resolution. It was prepared in cooperation with
the leadership of the elective constituent bodies (Faculty Senate, ASUNM, GSA, Staff
Council) and represents a formal step in the ongoing process of assuring that diversi ty on
University committees continues to be an important institutional priority.
Although the Regents ' resolution specifically addressed appointed committees, the ame
commitment to diversity is relevant to the elective constituent bodies (Faculty Senate,
ASUNM, GSA and Staff Council) and to elected committees (such as the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee). Strategies for assuring diversity of these elective bodie
will be influenced by the nature of the election process itself, including the self-selection of
candidates.

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
The following are among the principles which underlie UNM's efforts to assure diver ity on
committees and in elective bodies.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Diversity on committees is both desirable and necessary;. it is. evide~ce of. cultural
pluralism, as well as a mechanism for achieving greater d1vers1ty of VIewpomt and,
in the case of search committees, of candidates.
There are many current processes at the University to encourage and facilitate
diversity on University committees. These should be acknowledged and used as a
base for additional .efforts.
Because the University is a large and complex organization, .there is no one method
£or assunng
· ct·1vers1·ty on comrrn·ttees which will be appropnate for all parts of the
institution.
Ult.1mate respons1·b·1·
&
•
lementing the Regents' .policy rests with
imp
· theff.President
· I
d
1 1ty 1or
Of th e· U mvers1ty.
·
·
operat1ona
· I responsibility rests with the followmg o 1cia an

1

organizations with respect to their particular areas:

1.. ,"' ,J

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Research
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Business and Finance
Dean/Director of Medical School/Medical Center
Faculty Senate
ASUNM
GSA
Staff Council
5.

It is important that the University have realistic expectations for committee
parti~ipation by faculty members from underrepresented groups; this is particularly
true m the case of non-tenured faculty members. The University must be careful not
to overburden the faculty members with committee assignments.

6.

Assuring diversity on University committees may require non-traditional trategies
and approaches.

7.

Appointments to committees should reflect broad consideration of both gender and
ethnic representation, but should not be circumscribed by specific numerical goal .
Appointing authorities are urged to seek broad participation when appropriate,
including representation from the various campus constituencies (student faculty
and staff) as well as community members.

GUIDELINES AND REPORTING

The Regents' Resolution establishes the institutional policy with respect to diversity on
University committees. This policy is currently in effect and serves to guide the actions of
University students, faculty and staff. In a letter to University administrators and to the
., leadership of the Faculty Senate, ASUNM, GSA and the Staff Council, President Peck will
reinforce this policy by outlining guidelines for making appointments to committees. The
President will also request that annual reports be submitted showing committees fo rmed
during the year, the total membership of each committee, the ethnic and gender composition
of each and the constituencies represented by the members (e.g., faculty, staff, students,
community).

POLICY ON SEARCHES FOR SENIOR ACADEMIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITIONS

Currently, there are two Board of Regents ' policies which deal with .searches for senior
academic and non-academic administrative positions. One deals with the role of the
2

· connection
· wit
· h searches for certam
· pos1t1ons,
··
1~ 1c
Regents m
and the other contain pec1
requirements for committee composition from various constituencies (e.g., faculty, taff,
students). These policies do not provide adequate flexibility to assure ethnic and gender
diversity. The administration is working with the constituent bodies (Faculty Senate,
ASUNM, GSA, and the newly elected Staff Council) on a proposed regents' policy to
replace the current detailed procedures. The policy, which will be submitted to the Regents
in October, would be a general statement of intent with respect to the use of search
committees for senior administrators and the general composition of committees in terms
of constituencies, diversity and expertise. The development of detailed written guidelines
would be left to the administration, not included in the regents' policy.

STATEMENTS OF UNM OFFICIALS AND ELECTIVE BODIES
The remainder of this report contains statements by each of the officials and organizations
with operating responsibility for assuring diversity on committees. These statements indicate
steps which are currently being or will be taken to assure diversity on all types of
committees.

includes a proVIsion that committee members should be selected to e~" ~[
participation from underrepresented groups.

4.

MEDICAL CENTER

The aca~emic _units of the Medical Center will follow the guidelines submitted by the
AcadeIIllc Affairs and Research offices concerning diversity of committee structure.

5.

FACULTY SENATE

The Faculty Senate Operations Committee supports the seven underlying principles related
to diversity on University committees identified by the President in his policy statement. It
will .~sis~ the administration in developing strategies and opportunities for increasing
participat10n of underrepresented groups on faculty standing committees, search committees,
and other ad hoc groups. Considerable discussion about appropriate strategies has already
occurred, and several preliminary efforts have been initiated.

It should be emphasized at the outset, however, that the primary way to increase diversity
on committees is to increase the total number of faculty members from underrepre ented
groups in order to provide an adequate pool from which to draw. This will require that all
faculty become involved in identifying potential faculty members from diverse backgrounds,
recruiting them to UNM, and mentoring them as new faculty through to successful tenure.
This will be a long-term process. At the present time, there is simply an insufficient number
of underrepresented faculty to fulfill our goals for diversity. Further, the service component
of a faculty member's contribution to the University is the least rewarded in considerations
of tenure, promotion, and merit pay increases, falling far behind research and teaching as
judgment criteria. For this reason, untenured faculty from both majority and minority
groups are unwilling to assume a heavy service responsibility and should not be encouraged
to do so under present University policy of not rewarding service.
In the meantime, several initiatives, some of which have already begun, must be
implemented. Toe process by which faculty are appointed to standing committees is largely
self-selection. Each spring every faculty member i~ asked to. return a fo?TI to th~ University
Secretary indicating his/her preference for committee sernce. The Vice President ~f the
Senate, following guidelines defined in the Faculty Handbook t? ensure rep~esentat1on by
colleges and in consultation with the Senate Operations Comnuttee, makes
recommendations for committee appointments. O~ten there is -~ insufficien~ number of
self-selected individuals to fill all the slots, and recrmtment of add1t10nal faculty 1s neces~ary.
Once this process is completed, the full Faculty S~nate app~oves the comm1tt.ee
appointments. Each time a vacancy occurs, the Vice President. r~crmts a replacement, with
approval of the Senate. Sensitivity to diversity, in both ethrucity and gender, has always
been a priority in this process.
5

The Faculty Senate has recently obtained data that identify faculty memb r in th r
gender, ethnicity, and pr~se~ce of handicap. While there are ome obvi u ina ura i . in
these data, they do proVIde mformation previously unavailable to u . Thi Ii t i urr ml
being used to identify potential underrepresented faculty to recruit for acant
slots. In addition, the Senate will place a notice in the
m
w
underrepr~sented faculty for committee appointments. Further, the Senate i in th pr
of calculatmg the percentage of underrepresented faculty who indicated their d ir t
on committees this year. Each year an annual review of preference and app intm nt will
be implemented. By Spring, 1991 it is hoped that committee preferenc Ii t will
interfaced with the gender, ethnicity, and handicap data sy terns so that the e fa ul an
more readily identified.
Another initiative to be undertaken is to request that some Senate tandin c mmitt
consider the appropriateness of expanding their membership to include community m m r
in order to increase the pool from which to achieve diver ity. Some c mmitt
Ir ad
include community members (e.g., Continuing Education Committee,
mpu Pl nnin
Committee).
The matter of diversity on elected faculty committees pre ents a omewhat m r dif i ult
challenge. These groups consist of the following: (a) the Faculty nat it
representatives are nominated and elected by the college faculty (one repr ntati
each 30 full-time faculty equivalents) plus eight at large member elected b th
faculty; (b) the Committee on Governance, which consists of five people u ually
have had considerable experience with the Faculty Senate and who over e the nate and
who are nominated and elected university-wide; and (c) the Academic Freedom and T nur
Committee, which consists of thirteen tenured faculty member nominated and lected
university-wide. The members of the AF & T Committee are u ually tho e individual ho
have had considerable experience in faculty governance, who under tand and are c mmitt d
to the principles of academic freedom, and who have tature among their coll agu .
The Faculty Senate Operations Committee strongly believes that member hip_ to th S nate
and to the other two committees must continue to be by the current election pr ce e .
There are, however, some strategies that can be utilized t~ encourage facul ~ro~
underrepresented groups to seek election. For example, women s .caucuse already e~ t m
some of the larger colleges. Similar caucuses could be formed ~th one purpo. e rng to
nominate and support underrepresented faculty for elected pos1t1ons. Mentonng t~
could be put into place to advise faculty from underrepresented gr~up about what kind
of committee service lead to successful election to important comrruttee ·
~e Senate will continue to engage in analysis, monitoring, and r~porting efforts aim~d at
Increasing diversity in both appointed and elected faculty co~ttee · Pro~re
ll
continual!
will not· dramat1
.
y eva1uate d. H owever, th_ese temporary measures
..
· f Iall e pand
diversity until the University is more successful at recruitmg and retammg acu m m r
from underrepresented groups.
6
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The Econ~m~c Impact Task Force and University Budget Committee 1989-90
A Critique by Dodd Bogart, Chair Faculty Senate Budget Committee
(Discussion Draft 8/30/90)
Part 1: The Economic Impact Task Force

Section 1.1 Organization of the EITF
1.1.1 Composition
In the Spring of 1990, the active members of the EITF ( see yellow
handout prepared by J ohn Whiteside) included :
David Benavidez --Graduate Student (Law)
Albert Gallegos --Undergraduate Student
Bruce Harrison --Graduate Student (Geology)
Nancy Montano --Staff
Sam Johnson --Community Representative (Minori ty)
Brian McDonald --Administration Represent~tive (BBER)
Patrick McDaniel --Community Representative (APS)
John Whiteside --Administrative Representative (Dir., Student Aid )
Fred Chreist -- Administrative (VP Student Affairs ) Ex Officio .

The EITF may have originally had a faculty appointment but ,
apparently, no faculty member ever attended any meetings ( and repeated
efforts on my part to correct this problem were unsuccessful ). The EITF
included another Undergraduate Student, Amy Martel , who did participate
in the Fall of 1989 but took leave from campus during the Spring of
1990.

1.1.2 Leadership
The EITF selected David Benavidez, graduate student in Law,
as Chair. Benavidez had served for a number of years in a leadership
capacity in the Public Interest Resource Group on campus.
The EITF originally included Richard Cady, Director of Policy and
Planning Studies at UNM. It is my understanding that he resigned from
his technical support role on the basis t hat the committee lacked the
means to fulfill its charge --i.e., the basis that the kind of study
needed lay outside the task force's means. He was replaced by Brian
McDonald, Director of Business and Economic Research.
1.1.3 Charge
(See 1 . 2, Paragraph 2.)
Comments:
1. The composition of the EITF is overwhelmingly unbalanced in
favor of student administration and staff , and community
representatives .' The EITF last year lacked the participation of ANY
faculty member .
2. The selection of David Benavidez, graduate student and leader in
PIRG type advocacy, was not conducive to the type of objective and .
balanced study that the University had a right to expect. (See Sections
below .)
the EITF is probably unrealistic and should be
3. The Charge to
re viewed
·
to determine if this is the case.
l.2 Research MethoJology of the EITF
-1-
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1.2.1 Income Distribution of Students at UNM
The University does not obtain, archive, or process good data on
(family) incomes of the student body generally nor does it conduct
representative sample surveys to obtain such. data. It was, accordingly,
impossible for the EITF to provide (a) satisfactory studies comparing
the income distribution of UNM students with the state as a whole , (b)
reliable studies of trends in the income distribution of UNM students ,
or (c) basic analyses of the correlation of past tuition and fee
increases with any changes in the income distribution of students. It
seems to me that it would have been the responsibility of the EITF to
note this limitation of their research and, ideally, to recommend
specifically that the University begin to gather this kind of
information for just such purposes as the EITF.
The University does have some data on student (family) incomes
(reported by students at the time of taking ACT and SAT tests). These
data suffe: fr~m serious limitations (e.g., lack of accurate knowledge
or distortion in student reporting) but they may (in the absence of
better data) have some value. There would appear no obv ious reason for
example, to assume systematic error correlated with t ime· hence th~
data might give a usefu 1 estimate
·
· income
·
'
'.
of changes in
composition.
I
drew t his to the attention of the Chair of the Task Force and other
members without apparent effect.
1.2.2 Student Aid at UNM
University does maintain data and reports on the number,
am The
t
oun s, and types of stude t "d
EITF' s study was
d. n ai at UNM . A logical component of the
with need
d h d accor ingly, to determine if such aid had kept pace
of low inc::e s:ud s~eci~ically, offset any adverse impact on the number
be interested in senhsdo the state. The EITF appeared not disposed to
the Faculty SenateucBud ata
et Co An. analys·is was, t h erefore, undertaken by
EITF. This data ad g 1 _mm7ttee (FSBC) and the results provided the
n ana ysis in my O • •
conclusion that student aid at
pinion seemed.to warrant the
adverse effects of tuition and UNM ~as kept pace with need and any
I was never able how
fee increases have probably been off set .
th
,
ever, to see any
. .
f
e EITF Chair or the EITF
recognition of this on the part o
Committee appeared to b . as a whole. Rather, the Chair and the
su
e interested only · d
ld
pport a predetermined view that
. . in ata or analyses which wou
have an adverse impact on 1
.
tuition and fee increases at UNM would
A complete study of e ow i~come (and minority) enrollment
poli cy at UNM should incl conomic
impact imp
. 1 ications
·
. and f ee
d
of tuition
enabling student aid fromu e_no~ only the question of compensatory and
source so f resources for low.
existing Unive rsity
·
sources but alternative
attention, however , to a ro·~ncome groups. The EITF limited its
Consequently, the UniversityJ cted problem in Pell Grants for 1990-91.
particular) were denied th bgene:ally (and low income students in
augmented
st a t e governmente orenefit
of a ny recommendation regarding
mi
i
pr.
nor ty enrollments at UNM.
ivate support for low income and
1.2.3 National Studies
In the absence of dat
relied heavil o
~· analyses, and stud·
and conclusio~s n national and published ies_for New Mexico, the EITF
atudent aid
about the impact oft . . studies for drawing inferences
on student enrollment. I~i:ion ~n~ fee increases and of .
Y opinion, the studies cited d1d
-2-

NOT warrant some of the conclusions drawn by the EITF. Specifically,
the application of the studies to the situation at UNM was sometimes not
apt. I met with the Chair of the EITF to identify these problems and
continued to identify them repeatedly during (or after) public
presentations of various drafts of the EITF report. Despite his
apparent ack~owledgment of such objections, they remained largely
uncorreqted in all subsequent drafts I have seen. Nor did subsequent
reports acknowledge possible limitations or problems in the bases of
estimates of impact on enrollments.·
Comments:
(1) The research methodology of the EITF was not adequate to ( a ) the
central charge given the EITF, (b) the data and resources in fact
available to the EITF, or (c) the types of inferences and conclusions
repeatedly and insistently drawn.
(2) The EITF failed to make adequate use of expertise available on this
campus for its investigation and the EITF was not responsive to
criticism of its. methodology.
(3) The methodo logy of the EITF was more consistent with an effort to
support a predetermined conclusion and recommendation than an effort to
provide an objective and balanced study of the questions posed.

1 . 3 Reports of the EITF
The EITF issued a series of drafts of their report. Although a "final
draft" was scheduled and promised for a reasonable date, this was not
achieved. As late as May of 1990, it was unclear to me what would
appear in the draft presented to the Administration and Regents.
Neither the University Budget Committee nor the Faculty Senate Budget
Committee were ultimately afforded a real opportunity to respond to the
"final draft" before it went to the administration and regents. As I
understand it, moreover, the verbal presentation by the Chair of the
EITF may have departed still further from prior drafts of the EITF .
Comment:
.
(1) The process employed in issuing the EITF report produced someth ing
of a "moving target" such that it did not benefit from systematic review
and correction.
(2) The reports of the EITF repeatedly and insistently (a) drew
unwarranted inferences and conclusion, (b) failed to identify the
limitations of the EITF's data and analyses, and (c) failed to provide a
balanced presentation of issues and arguments.

1 . 4 Interaction of EITF with the University Budget Committee
During the Spring semester of 1990, the University Budget Committee he ld
a series of public hearings. When there was very littl e response to.the
first hearing, another hearing was scheduled. And when there was s t i ll
virtually no response, the UBC was pressured to call still another . And
so on.
In these very sparsely attended hearings, the UBC was s~bjecte~ to
sustained criticism and rebuke --a significant part of it hostil e ,
strident, insulting, and abusive . This assault appeared to be led by a
number of graduate students from the Law School including the Graduate
-3-
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Student President, Lila Bird; the (original) Graduate Student
Representative to the UBC, Gail Evans; the future ( 1990-91 ) Graduate
Student President, Mike Ordaz; and the Chair of the EITF, Dav id
Benavidez. Other members of the EITF joined in this assault .
Members of the EITF who took a clearly adversarial position appeared
intent on forcing the UBC to adopt their position t hat tuit i on an d fees
cannot be raised since this would adversely affect l ow i ncome
(especially minority) students. The rhetoric and attitude of these
individuals afforded virtually no opportunity for an examinati on of the
objective evidence or for rational discourse.
Comment:
It seemed to me that various members of the EITF appeared to defi ne
their purpose more in terms of a partisan cause and pursued this i n
relation to the UBC.
1. 5 Cone 1us ion.

I do not believe that the organization, methods, reporting, or other
fe~ture 7 of ~he EITF were appropriate to the task of pr ov iding the
Univ:rsity with ~n.objective, informed, balanced , or adequat e study of
the impact of tuition and fee rates on student enroll ments by l ow income
and minority students.
Part 2: The University Budget Committee
2 . 1 Organization of the UBC
2 . 1 . 1 Composition of the UBC
Members of the UBC included:
Gloria Birkholz, Faculty (Nursing)
Dodd Bogart, Faculty (Sociology)
David Colton, Administration (College of Education)
Kate Downer, Staff (Fine Arts)
G~il Evans, Graduate Student (Law); Replaced second semester by
Lila Bird , GSA Pres.

~y Martel, Undergraduate Student; replaced second semester by
Antonio Anaya, ASUNM Lobbiest
Charles Penny, Undergraduate Student, ASUNM President.
Fred Perez, Staff (Leisure Servi
)
J h Wh.
.
ces
J~ nn · iteside, Administration (Director of Student Aid)
im wiegmann Administr t·
(D.
2 . 1.2 Executive F~n t·
fa ion
irector of Budget) , Ex Officio .
c ions o the UBC
.The UBC selected Gloria Bi'rkhO 1
h.
2 . 1 . 3 Charge
z as c air.
The UBC was charged with
hearings, make recommenda~i::rsy broad responsibil i ty to study, hold
on the University Budget .
Comments:
(1) The Graduate student
.
original representati·v
:ephrese~tation on the UBC was prob l emati c. The
·
·
a 1 so frequently abs t e Was ostile , acrimonious
, an d abusive. She was
( 2) The three stude:~ · fHehr replacement was not much more cons t ructiv e .
s O t. e committ
gra duate) can form am.
.
ee ( two undergraduate and one
aJority with the assistance
.
or support of any
-4-

ot her t wo members . This i s an adv antage no t possessed by any other
constituency .
( 3) The ch arge to the UBC i s probably unrealistic.
2.2 Deliberations of the UBC
The student represen tatives of the UBC were quick to c laim that the
first order of business was to .deal with tuition and fee s . Given the
circwnstances of the UBC' s creati on , t h e res t of the UBC joined in
setting this a s the fi r st matte r to be dealt with.

,

The student representativ es of the UBC entered the de liberations with
t h e strongly held and c l early expressed pos i tion that linked tuition and
fees to the question of access to t he university by l ow income and
minority s t udents . There was gr eat r es i stance on their part even to
entertaining t he view that access could be dealt with by adequate aid
while tui tion and fees rose to otherwise appr opr iate levels. One
expression of the students ' position was the view that the UBC should
wait until the Economic I mpact Task For ce had completed its study before
the UBC made any recommendations. (This led to an extended delay since
the EITF was l ong and ov erdue in issuing i t s report -- such as it was.)
Much of the early discussions on tui t i on and fees and student aid took
p l ace in ·an i n formational vacuum. Even tually, however, the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee provided analyses on both (a) student tuition
and fees and (b) student a i d . In my opinion , the data on tuition and
fees adequate l y demons t r a ted that t hese have been kept extremely low
during the i n flationary 1970's and ha d no t yet reached appropriate
levels in the 1980's . And , in my op inion , the data on student aid
adequately demonstrated that it had kep t pace with i ncreases in student
tuition and fees and had probably offset any adverse impact on low
income or minority enrol l ments . These findings and conclusions were
clearly not we l come to most studen ts on the UBC . These data and
analyses were , specifically , trea ted wi th contempt by the graduate
student representative. The under gradua t e s tudents attempted to limit
the time perspective (to the recent years of s ub s tant ial increases) and
to insist (contrary to the data in front of t hem) .that pr:sen~ le~els of
tuition and fees were appropriate t o the state' s income distribution and
student's abil i ty to pay.
Months went by and the UBC moved into the Spring semes~e: without
appreciable progress on the basic issu es of s tudent tuition and fee~ and
student aid . A major impediment wa s the posi tion of the ASUNM President
who adamantly opposed a statement that students should ~ay "a fair
share" of the cost of i nstruction. In an effort to achieve a consensus
position of the UBC , the UBC le t his veto (in effect) stand.
Comments:
h UBC
(1) In my op inion, the success of the students in preoccupying.t e
wi t h its issues until the students got the kind of recommenda~ions they
wanted prev ented a balanced an d sound review of budgetary policy at UNM.
(2) I do not be liev e that t he deliberations of the UBC generally
a f forded a sui t able context i n which to achieve rational, fair, or
prudent budget policy at UNM .
-5 -
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2.3 Recommendations of the UBC
In March of 1990, with virtually no recommendation yet from its months
of deliberation, the UBC made a determined effort to achieve some
resolution on the issue of student access. It, in fact, voted and
approved the recommendation:

do not believe that this was achieved by the UBC last year. The problem
was particularly pronounced in the case of student representatives.

/3'f

To the.extent that tuition and fee increases adversely affect
access for need based student, funds will be provided to fully
compensate for the increase.
I supported this position (with reservations about writing "blank
checks") but with the understanding and expectation that the UBC would
then be able to deal with setting tuition and fees rates on their own
merits. Student representatives, however, did rtot honor this
understanding. For the coming weeks and months, the issue of tuition
and fee rates continued to be cast in terms of direct linkage to access . .
As the end of the school year approached, the UBC desperately attempted
to achieve a recommendation on tuition and fees. It, in fact, voted to
approve a "base" rate increase for 1990-91 at about the rate of expected
increases in (a) inflation, (b) state per capita income, and (c) state
appropriations to UNM's I & G fund. I warned at the time that such a
"status quo" increase might well prove less than the expected level of
real inflation.
However, I supported this recommendation on the understanding that the
UBC then would proceed to the important question of incremental ("long
term goal") incr
·
h e tuition
· ·
. . eases int
and fee rates . Having achieved the
base rate decision (and a resolution holding fourth year students safe
from fu:ther increases), however, the students were not interested in
proceeding to further increases. They were joined in this position (so
far as I could determine) by the rest of the committee which had no
stomach for the more challenging and difficult question of incremental
raises.
The Faculty Senate
Budge t committee
·
had provided the UBC with studies of
.
faculty S a 1 ar1es
at UNM
I
. .
.
demonstrated th
·
n my opinion, these clearly and convincingly
studies and dele1·burget~t need for substantial faculty raises. These
era ions on the
·
however, held hosta e to th
ques~ion of faculty salaries were,
student access
A g·t
e student issues of tuition and fees and of
·
s
1
turned
ou,
t tis
h. meant that the problem was never
really addressed
nor were recomm d .
.
the 1989-90 academi·
en ations forthcoming from the UBC in
c year.
Comment:
I believe th a t t h e recommendations of the
UBC were woefully incomplete
and unb a 1 anced.
2.4 Posture and Tactics in th
The UBC is an experiment in e UBC
making. For it to work I bc~~sensual University politics and decision
constituencies must be 'bl e ieve that representatives of the various
taking a general view af he to.subordinate their particular interest in
0
w at ls best f or t h e University as a whole. I
-6-

The Graduate Student representative began the year in an acrimonious and
accusatory posture relative to the rest of the UBC. This problem was
not altered appreciably by her replacement with the Graduate Student
Association President in the Spring Semester. Indeed, .the transition
led directly to further obstacles to UBC deliberations. In the final
weeks of the Spring semester and as the UBC moved to deliberations on
critical questions,· the Graduate Student Association President abruptly
challenged any further closed meetings of the UBC and threatened a
subpoena if they continued. The UBC was forced to issue a report of its
interrupted deliberations without benefit of the meetings it needed.
Tactical problems, however, were not limited to the Graduate Students.
During the State Legislature, the ASUNM lobbiest was lobbying in Santa
Fe for a 5% limitation on tuition and fee rate increases. The ASUNM
President, moreover, selected this lobbiest to replace a UBC member
going on leave. Similarly, the ASUNM President and Lobbiest led the
Student Senate in a resolution also recommending a limit of 5 on
tuition and fee increases.
Comments:
(1) The posture and tactics of the Graduate Student Association were not
helpful to the UBC or the type of budgetary process it is designed to
achieve.
(2) The student representatives of the UBC appeared at times in contempt
of the effort to let the UBC be a rational consensually based mediator
of budgetary issues at UNM.
2 . 5 Conclusion on UBC.
(1) I have grave doubts about the ability of the UBC as currently
constituted and currently conducted to serve the University budget
process well.
(2) The Faculty should monitor this year's UBC carefully with a view to
the . possible need to recommend that it be abolished and/or replaced.
Part 3: General Problems

3.1 Scholes Hall.
Both the Economic Impact Task Force and the University Budget Committee
were created in response to the occupation of Scholes Hall ~y students.
During the year of deliberations, hearings, and exchanges since that
time, students have repeatedly referred to this fact. The student's
interpretation of this event, moreover, was repeatedly used by students
as a rationale and basis for the kinds of positions they wanted
supported and for the kind of "license" they sometimes demanded for
their activities. In the mind of some students, in fact, this event
took on the dimensions of a Boston tea party --if not the French
Revolution. It was my impression, moreover, that the student's rhetoric
here was successful in obtaining cooperation and outcomes they would not
otherwise have received. There seemed in particular an concerted effort
on the part of administrators to deliver a student-protest-free budget
for the coming year. This, I believe, was disadvantageous with respect
-7-
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to asking students to pay a fair share of the cost of instruction and
with respect to having the money for better faculty and staff raises.
3.2 Student Information.
I repeatedly asked the LOBO editor, Marcus Montoya, to inform the
University Community regarding objective information about the
University Budget. During the year., I was, I believe, assigned as many
as four different contact persons from the LOBO. None, so far as I was
aware, printed the kinds of materials I provided them about student
· tuition and fees, student aid, faculty salaries, and so on. The LOBO
editor repeatedly described tuition and fee increases as unnecessary and
cast the issue in adversarial terms of administration versus students.
The UBC was frequently badly represented in LOBO coverage not only in my
view but, so far as I could tell, most of the UBC members.
·
I repeatedly urged the ASUNM President to inform the student body more
ade~ua ely a~out the tuition and fee situation . In the Spring of 1990,
he :nvited Richard Cady, Director of Planning and Policy Studies, to
review some of his studies before the Student Senate . As I understand
it (and as the LOBO reported it), he was not well received. The great
part of the student community, unfortunately sustains the view that
tuiti~n and fee increases have been and are unwarranted . And too many
student display a significant contempt for objective information to the
contrary.

7

3 . 3 General Conclusion:
(l) This institution (inclusive of its students) would be well served by
a student body which has a more adequately informed view of the
budgetary ~r?cess generally at UNM and of the problem surrounding
studen tuition and fees in particular.
( 2 ) This must be achieved by faculty and administration if student
leaders continue to have difficulties in its achievement.
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August 13, 1990
To: Faculty Senate
From: G Wild, Chairman, Faculty Senate Long Range Planning
Committee (LRPC)
re: LRPC Report on Re-allocations: procedure, scope and
criteria (with explanatory notes following each section).
A. Procedure:
The implementation of necessary reductions and
re-allocations should be carried out, in accordance with the
officially adopted criteria and priorities, in two stages.
1. At the initial stage, the University Planning Group
(UPG), recently proposed by the Faculty Senate, or a
similar broadly representative body, should make
reductions and re-allocations by examining whole
programs and larger functions at UNM, but in such a
way that will least affect the central purpose and
quality of the institution.
2. Then, if additional cost saving measures are
required, the final decisions should be made by
individual academic departments and programs, while
bearing in mind the priorities set by UNM .
[The UPG, as proposed by the Faculty Senate, represents all
internal University constituencies, and is small enough to
make effective decisions. All the UPG's deliberations should
be carried out with full consultation of all parts of the
University community; Regents, Administration, Faculty, Staff
and Students.]
B. Scope:
The process should cover all of UNM, including all of
its functions that have any financial considerations in the
University's I and G budget.
C. Criteria for re-allocation decisions about UNM's state
appropriated I&G funds.
.
.
Criteria are listed in the order of priority, and should
be applied with this in mind. Pro~rams tha~ s~ti~fy the
earlier criteria should receive highest prioritr, programs
that fit only the latter criteria should most likely be
cut, or dropped.
1. CENTRALITY to the fundamental purpose of
universities.
Both Teaching and Research in centrally important
subjects.
2. QUALITY of Programs, as assessed by objective
evaluations.
.
a. Multiple sources of evaluations

-8-
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b. Applicable to all parts of each program
1. Faculty and Students
2. Resources.
a. Libraries
b. Laboratories
c. Instrumentation
d. Studios
e. Museums
f. External Funding
3. Undergraduate programs
4. Graduate programs
5. Servi~e activities, especially those that
c~nt:ibute to the University's fundamental
missions of teaching and scholarly
activity.
a. Direct interaction with the public in a
tea~hing.context, ie, patient care:
engineering, legal or technical
service practicums, etc.
b. Service in professional societies
.
'
as Journal editors
and referees, etc.
c. Committee or administrative service
of direct benefit to teaching and
scholarly activity.
c. Applicable evaluations must be
objective, in the sense that they are not
self-evaluations.
1. Outside Agencies (eg, such as accreditation
agencies, The American council on
Education, The Carnegie Foundation etc.)
2. Internal objective evaluation processes
a. strategic Planning committee Report
b. Senate Graduate Committee evaluations
c. Senate Undergraduate program
evaluations

.

3. Student DEMAND
a. Course offerings, including their frequency and
scheduling, must be continually reviewed with
both class size and need (to satisfy degree or
professional requirements) in mind.
b. Data about actual course enrollment, in terms
of numbers who complete each course.
4. Constraints of the External ENVIRONMENT on academics.
a. The specifics of UNM's environment in New Mexico,
for example, Desert Biolo~y should be emphasized
over Marine Biology, Spanish over Tagalog,
Anthropology over oceanography.
b. The demographic realities of the state of New
Mexico.
1. characteristics of the population, and its
university needs.
2. Retirement policies, affecting Faculty
-2-

and Staff.
3. Returning (ie, "non-traditional" )
students as an increasing fractio n of the
whole.
4. Others
c. State Economy, and its needs.
d. Speci al Opportunities.
e. External Support
5. Administrative EFFICIENCY
a. Institu~ional Au~onomy, in that the univers ity is
responsible for its own operations, and is
accountable for performing them as effici ently
as possible.
b. Duplication of programs, which refers both to
duplications of programs among the several state
institutions, and also within UNM itself.
6. SERVICE to the public beyond the university.
a. Information
b. Entertainment
c. Athletics
The following are notes meant to clarify the above criter ia .
1.

"Centrality to the fundamental purposes of
universities" means that some subjects and programs are
more necessary than others in a university's curriculum.
Those "Arts and Sciences," which have traditionally been
re9arded as the University "core" subjects in Western
~niversities are taken as being most central. These
include languages, fine arts, physical sciences , soc ial
sciences and humanities.
These historical foci of University offerings are
implemented at the departmental level. The depth and/ or
breadth of offerings are decided by the departments, in
conjunction with the administration of the appropriate
college or school. This "Centrality" criterion i s not
meant to interfere with the departments' increas i ng t he
breadth of their offerings but is meant to distinguish
II
'
1
core" subjects from those I that are more periphera
to
Universities' academic functions.
Secondary subjects are those that are appli 7d~ aimed
at ~pecific occupations. Examples are.Law, Medicine,
Engineering, Business, Pharmacy, Nursing etc: Su~h
.
programs also are essential to a modern public un 7versity
such as UNM. In considering the issue of cen~ral ity,
recommendations from important national agencies should
also be considered. For example, ther~ have been several
recent suggestions that teacher education be focu sed, or
restricted, to the graduate level.

2.

The Pre-eminence of quality program~ is vital to the
University. The existence of such quality must be judged
-3-

1~0
by e~ternal peers. For example, the Senate Gr aduate
committee has for several years been conducting such
evaluations of graduate programs at UNM. The committees
establ ished for these reviews are composed o f
nati~nal-level experts in the appropri ate area, both from
outside of UNM and from UNM departments other than that
being evaluated.
Other kinds of objective
evaluations are available I
'
both external l y and internally generated, eg . periodic
accreditation reports and the "Strategic Planning
Committee report" that was prepared internally during
President Farer's tenure.
.
Such evaluations should include appropriate phys ical
facilities, such as studios, museums, laboratories ,
offices and equipment, as well as personne l .
This criterion does not refer to departme nt al or
program self-evaluations or annual reports.
"External funding", in this context, re f e rs to
externally sponsored activities, from agenc ies such as
the National Sci ence Foundation, NASA, the Department of
Energy, The Nati onal Endowment for the Huma nities, Los
Alamos National Laboratories or Sandia Nat i onal
Laboratory.
a. Such funds, judged within the national and loca l
context of the discipline, are a s ignificant
measure , and can be an indication of qual ity
. .
b. Programs that pay their own way from outside
funding are a valuable resource to t he
university.
3.

"Student demand" refers to the "market" for part icular
academic programs and courses, and i ndirec t ly refers to
the fact that much of UNM's state f und ing c omes tied to a
head count. While all of the above l isted c r iteria must
be considered together, and preferably in thi s o:der,
when being applied to any particula: pro~ram, ~his .
criterion especially must be determined in . conJunct ion
with the "centrality" and "quality" criteria.
Significant savings may be achieved, however , by not
having many courses offered too frequentl y to t oo few
students.
Data about course enrollment should ref ~ec~ the
numbers that finish a course, not t hat begin it .

4.

"External Support" refers both to the J?O~itical
support within the state, both from the c itizenry an~hthe
Legislature and also to the level of supl?ort from O er
organizatio~s such as business and a l umni groups , tehtc .
'
. .
·
de s uch fa c t ors as
e
"Special Opportunities" inc 1u
.
proximity of Government laboratories a nd theirM . ,
facilities as well the uni que aspects of New exico s
,
I
environment.
"
effi' ci' ency" refers to the financial
Administrative

5.
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efficiency of each administrative component at UNM.
An
outside, objective attempt should be made to determine
input and output, and to evaluate each part of the
administration by this measure. Such an efficiency
measure would be one criterion, among several, of
effectiveness. It is noted, however, that " Efficiency" is
not a reasonable concept when applied to the Research and
Teaching functions of a university, because of its
conflict with quality in many instances.
"Institutional autonomy" refers to the fact that UNM
is a constitutionally authorized body. Therefore, the
Regents, Administration and Faculty of UNM have certain
responsibilities for the operation of the University.
Other agencies should interfere only minimally with these
accountable authorities.
"Duplication" refers both to duplication of programs
among New Mexico's state-funded campuses, and also to
possible duplication within UNM. UNM has the only
programs in the state in some areas (eg, Law, Medicine,
Pharmacy, Architecture). However, several departments on
campus duplicate departments on other state campuses.
Further, some departments within UNM may offer courses
and programs with very similar titles and goals, in
effect duplicating internal UNM offerings.
6.

"Public Service" refers to the role of universitie s
that is encoded in the third paragraph of the official
missions statement for UNM.
It includes entertainment
(eg, Athletics, KNME, KUNM, Popejoy Hall), busines~
research, library information and many other functions.

-5-
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The University of New Mexico
To:

Faculty Senate

FROM:

Operations Connnittee

SUBJECT:

Committee Replacements
'lhe

DATE:

September 10 , 1990

followirg are suhnitted for Senate approval:

Michael I:bugher, Psychology, 1992

•

•

t

for Eloy Gonzales,

Spec F.duc, 1992

~

Anita Morse, ·raw Libracy, 1993
Anne Taylor, Arch & Pl.rg, 1991

for William MacRlerson, I.aw, 1993
for Richard Arrlerson, Arch & Plng, 1991

BUS ADVISORY cn!MI'rl'EE

caries Bustamante, Olemistry, 1993
Mary Jo canp:,ell, HPPEIP, 1993

Richard Coughlin, sociology, 1992
Bill Evans, '1h & Dmce, 1991
Hugh Kabat, Fharmacy, 1992

New Ccmnittee

Helen Muller, Management, 1993
Frank Szasz, Histocy, 1991
Edythe Tudlfarber, Nurs~, 1991
Richard Willians, E&CE, 1992

Varm Atwater, IDs Alana;, 1991
Rita Gallegos-I.cgan, Valencia, 1992
Iuis A. Vargas, Psychiatcy, 1991
Rolan:i Lee Watkins, Rlannacy, 1992

for
for
for
for

branch vacancy
branch vacancy
Gregory Bechtel, Nursirg, 1991
faculty vacancy

~ t y Representatives:
Victoria Amada
Ia.ti.a H. Franco
Manuel Garcia
Pearl Maestas
~ USE a:Hil'rl'EE

Hany Ll.ull, General Library, 1991
JC>Sep). Ortiz, Oiemistry, 1992

***OVER***

for Jahn Brayer, carp science, 1991
for faculty vacancy

~
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1

1990

AND SCIENCES

s
MAJOR

MINOR

ALLEN,DONALD LYNN

ECONOMICS

MANAGEMENT

ARCHIBEQUE,JERALD JOSEPH .

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

ARTtAGA,MIKE ANTHONY

HIST

BAC~,MONICA ANNE

CRIMINAL JUSTI CE

BAUMAHN,MARY TERESE

ECONOMICS

MANAGEMENT

BISSELL,DENISE MARIE

ENGLISH

HISTO RY

BOL1EN,ALEX BERNARD

CRIMINAL JUSTI CE

BONACORSA,KAREN ELIZABETH

SOCIOLOGY

COMMUNICATION

BOND,JUDITH KIMBROUGH

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

BUIE,LYSIANNE

COMMUNICATION

DISTRIBUTED MINOR

CAkTER,JOHN STEPHEN

POLITICAL SCIENCE

HISTO RY

CASTILLO,JOHN VICTOR

ECONOMICS

SOCIOLOGY

CHAVEZ,PEGGY DOHERTY

ENG LISH

HI STORY

CHAVEZ,STEVE MARK

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ENGLISH

CHAVEZ,SUSAN BARBARA

ECONOMICS

MANAGEMENT

CHERTOFF,BRAD JAY

HISTORY

BIOLOGY

CLACK,CHANTILLE

ANTHROPOLOGY

MILITARY STUDIES

CLARE, MI CHAEL STUART

SOCIOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

COOMBES,LAURA JEAN

HISTORY

EHGLISH

DENMAN,MICHAEL PAUL

HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIEHCE

DODD,DEBORAH DIANNE

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

DONAHUE,MELANIE SUSAN MUIRH EA D

COMMUNICATION

8 COMMUN
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EDWARDS,KATHLEEN MARGARET
ENRIGHT,SHANNON

PSYCHOLOGY

ERRICKSON,LANCE WALTON

CRIMINAL JUSTI CE
GEOLOGY

POLITICAL SCIEIICE

FltLDS,KATHERINE ANNE

PSYCHOLOGY

ANTHROPOL OGY

FLYNN, TRUDI ER IN

ECONOMICS

POLITICAL SCIE NCE

FRANKS,BRENTON DUANE

COMMUIHCATION

GALVAN,JEANETTE M.

COMMUIHCATION

HISTORY
PROFESSIONAL WRITING

GEOl~GE, ANTHIA

COMMUNICATION

ENGLISH

GOV"'R, LISA

POLITICAL SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

GREENBERG,STUART BRIAN

POLITICAL SCIENCE

MANAGEMENT

HABERMAN,ALFRED EDWARD

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIAL WELFARE

HALL,CHRISTOPHER JAMES

POLITICAL SCIENCE

COMMUNIC(ITION

HARRIS,GREGORY DON

HISTORY

ASIAN STUDIES

HARRISON,YVONNE THERESA

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

HARVEY,ROBERT CHARLES

ANTHROPOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

HATSELL,SANDRA KAY

COMMUN DISORDERS

PSYCHOLOGY

HEDGLON,KAREN THERESA

ENGLISH

SECONDARY EDUCATION

HENDRICKSON,DALE STEPHAN

ECON

HICKS,ROBERT IVAN

ECONOMICS

MATHEMATICS

HUNING,CATHERINE EILENE

ENGLISH

DISTRIBUTED MINOR

HUTFLES,MICHAEL TODD

ECON

KING,CAPPIE ALISE
KING,GLORIA K.

JOURNALISM
PSYCH & SOC
ENGLISH

LUNT,MARGARET SYDNIE

2

1990

AND SCIENCES
CRIMINAL JUSTI CE
EtlGLISH

DURAN,THOMAS

PAGE
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& POL SC
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& POL SC
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ENGLISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
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AND SCIENCES
MARTINEZ,TOMAS MARTINEZ
MAY,ROBERT E. JR.
MCKNIGHT,LISA YOLONDA
MICHAEL,MICHAEL TOBIAS
MINOGUE,BRYAN DANIEL
MODICA,THERESA MARIE
MOOLENIJZER,STANFORD FRANK
MORROW,BONITA N.
MORTON,AARON CHARLES
O'DONNELL,JOHN GLENN
OD.OM, STEFANI LYN
. OHM,BARBARA SUSANNE

ECONOMICS

SOCIAL WELFARE

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
POLITICAL SCIENCE

FRENCH

ECONOMICS

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

HISTORY

PSYCHOLOGY

MANAGEMENT

BIOLOGY

HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY

ENGLISH

POLITICAL SCIENCE

HISTORY

HISTORY

POLITI CAL SCI ENCE

CREATIVE WRITING

PHILOSOPHY

PSYCHOLOGY

ORTH,STEPHEN MICAHEL

MANAGEMENT

ENGLISH

SPANISH

ORTIZ,RACHEL ELIZABETH

SOCIOLOGY

BIOLOGY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

HISTORY

OTERO,RENEE M
PADDY,JOHN HENRY

CRIMINAL JU STI CE

PRATHER - SKINNER,CHRISTINA MARI

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

PREVITTI,DINA JO MADRUGA

ENGLISH

REVELS,ANbREA AWAIHN

COMMUNICATION

BIOLOGY

ROSS,MIRIAM ~LIZABETH

COMMUNICATION

ROWE,TRACY DAWN

DISTRIBUT ED MINOR
ECONOMI CS

PHILOSO PHY

SACKETT,CARRIE LEE

MANAGE MEN T

HI STORY

SALAZAR,MELISSA NAOMI

PSYCHOLOGY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

5ANCHEZ,LOUIE JOSEPH

HISTORY

POLITICAL SC I ENCE

SANCHEZ,MICHAEL PATRI CK

COMMUIH CATI ON

PSYCH 8 POL SC
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1990

SAND SCIENCES
SANDERS,JEFFREY WAYNE

ECONOMICS

HISTORY

SEMMLER,DAWN MARIE

ENGLISH

BIOLOGY

SICKENGER,KENNETH EDWARD

JOURNALISM

EIIGLISH

SMITH, LAURA ANN

PS'l'CHOLOGY

HUMAN SERVICES

GEOGRAPHY

ECONOMICS

SPARKS,ROBERT DARRELL

CREATIVE WRITING

DISTRIBUTED MINOR

STREIT,CHERYL MARIE

PSYCHOLOGY

MANAGEMENT

TAIIKERSLEY,ZOE MARIE

ENGLISH

MANAGEMENT

TAlJM,MICHELLE LYNN

COMMUNICATION

MANAGEMENT

TEARE,PETER LAWRENCE

ANTHROPOLOGY

SOCIOLOGY

TELLEZ ,CELIA A.

ECON

TODT,JAMES ALAN

POLITICAL SCIENCE

HISTORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

PROFESSIONAL WRITING

SOM~ERS,LAMAR LYNN

Q

TRUJILLO,FABIAN STEVE

Q

SOCIOLOGY

& SPAN

TRUJILLO,SUSAN L.

PSYCH

& SOC

TSOSIE,NATHAN WAYNE

ECONOMICS

VILLARREAL,HELEN DIANE

ENGL

WALL,JAMES H

ECONOMICS

MANAGEMENT

WORK,~OBERT ROSS

HISTORY

THEATRE ARTS

YOUNG,JAMIE WRAY

HISTORY

PSYCHOLOGY

MAIIAGEMENT

& POL SC

)di

f llCE

MAJOR

MINOR

FRIGGENS,MIKE THOMAS

BIOLOGY

FRYE ,KELLIE J
fUEHRER,GARY FITZGERALD

BIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS

SPANISH
SOCIOLOGY
PHYSICS
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AND SCIENCE S

HEILHWAY,CRISTIN

ANHIROPOLOGY

BIOLOGY

KAEMPER,MARY ELAINE MERCIER

BIOLOGY

Pill LOSOPHY

LEER,LISA LYNN

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

MAP~R,CHRISTOPHER JOHN

BIOLOGY

CHEMI STRY

NORRIS,JEFFREY WILLIAM

PHYSICS

MATH EMATI CS

OBERKAMPF,MARNI MARIE

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

PAGE,JEANNE MARIE

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPR

PSYCHOLOGY

RESTA,THOMAS CAHILL

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

RIVERA,RICHARD RAMON

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

ROMFRO,DAVID JOSEPH

GEOLOGY

DI STRIBUT ED MINOR

ROMERO,YVONNE RITA ANNE

PHYSICS

MATHEMATI CS

SANDSTROM,MARY MARGRIT

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY

SHAW,DANICA MAUREEN

BIOL

SPARKS,HOLLY ELIZABETH

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

STRYKER,GABRIELLE ANN

BIOLOGY

CHEMI STRY

TESTA,JULIE ANN

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

THOMAS,SANDRA KUYKENDALL

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

TROUP,CHARLES DAVID

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTING & INFOR SCI

TURNBULL,TREVOR ALEXANDER

GEOLOGY

DISTRIBUT ED MINOR

WANIIER,DONALD EUGENE II

MATHEMATI CS

ECONOMI CS

&

GERMAN

~
~)

a,

--

~

e:

..J:::
~
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M
T

ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

B

SINESS ADMINISTRATION
MIUOR

MAJOR
AGUILAR,STEVEN MICHAEL

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

BLACK,WILLIAM RANDALL

ACCOUNTING CCONCTJ

BRO~N,DAVID HAROLD

BUSINESS COMPUTER SYS

CARTER,DENNIS LLOYD

ACCOUNTING CCONCTJ

CUADRA,LUIS DANIEL

GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC

DE FLON,ERIC CHRISTIAN

FINAN

EDWARDS,KR!STEN ALANE

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGE

HANKS,RONALD SCOTT

PROD 8 OPERATION MANA

HOWELL,CELESTE JEWEL

T&T

HOWELL,LYNETTE A.

PROO 8 OPERATION MANA

IBRAHIM,ZAINABU C.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC

JOHNSON,KENT ANDREW

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

LEE,CAROL ANNE IRBY

ACCOUNTING CCONCT)

LOTT,GLENN COLIN

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

MAHTOUB,RICHARD JOSEPH JR.

GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC

MARSH,RICHARD W. JR.

ACCOUNTING CCONCTJ

PATTERSON,JU~IE

ACCOUNTING CCONCT)

fOHL,GILBERT DON

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

POMPEO,CAMILLE M
RANON,DOROTEA ZIALCITA

ACCOUNTING CCONCTl

8 ACCTG

8

MARKET

ACCOUNTING CCONCTJ

;,,.

RElD,MlKE ~ .

ACC OUNTING (CO HCT>

"'

RUlZ.~ERESA MARlE

ACCOUttTIHG (COHCT>

.l<
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ERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
SMITH, DAVID A

PROD 8 OPERATION MAN~

SULLIVAN,RO BERT RICHARD

GENERAL MANAGEMENT CC

TUREY,JAMES H.

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

PAGE
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ART~
MINOR

MAJOR
RECREATION

DEi.:. , RAYMOND

RECREATION

GRAV,BARBARA ANN

RECREATIOtt

SIMMONS,KARVL FRANCES

IN EDUCATION

CHOHT,DEBORAH HELEN
COSHNEAR,KIMBERLV ANNE
FRANKLIN,MICHAEL EUGENE
GROSSMAN,LUCILLE LOUISE

MINOR

COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

MATHEMATICS

ART EDUCATION

HISTORY

ART EDU CATION

PSYCHOLOGY

MATHEMATICS

COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

HOPPER,DEAN MICHAEL

COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

KAPLAN,JOV ELLEN
MACTAVISH,KATHERINE A.
MARTINEZ,LORRIE ELAINE

MAJOR
SOCIAL STUDIES COMPOS

MATHEMATI CS

ART EDUCATION

Q

BILING & SPAN

Q

COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

MEADOWS,ANNELIESE

SOCIAL STUDIES COMPOS

NARO , MITCH J.
PRICE,LORRAINE TRUDI
RIGBY,VALORIE TAYLOR
SEA~CY,JAMIE LYN

COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

SCIENCE COM POSITE

COMMUNICATI VE ARTS CO
COMMUNICATIVE ARTS CO

SOCIAL STUDIES COMP

~

"1

~

SOCIAL STUDIES COMPOS

SHERMAN,ANDREW NEIL

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MltWR

MAJOR

08/31/90
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SUMMER 1990

MAIN CAMPUS
rnr

lfGE OF EDUCATION

HAUGH,CHARLA RAE

HEAL TH EDUCATION

SWISHER,JEFFREY ALLAN

EXERCISE TECHNOLOGIST

BIOLOGY

ENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR

MINOR

ADAMS,WILLIAM HARRY JR

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ALDERWICK,KIM M

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BARRERAS,K~NNETH MARTIN

MATHEMATICS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

BOHN,JUDITH LYNN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

SOCIAL STUDIES COMP

BRIJGERS,DCUGLAS J.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CALHOUN,CANDICE LYNN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CHINBERG,RONALD SCOTT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

BIOLOGY

DEMAR,KIM E.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD ED

DUNHAM, JULIE RAE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

FAULHABER,E.M.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

GIANOPOULOS,CHRIS

MATHEMATICS

MUSIC

HARALSON-HINES,NANCV LYNNE

SPECIAL EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY

HAUSSAMEN,CAROL MARIE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

GARCIA-BLEA,RAMONA ANNE

Q

HERLING,GAILE IRIS

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

HICKEV,MAUREEN ELIZABETH

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

JENNINGS,TRACEV RAV

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

HEALTH EDUCATION

~

LEWIS,LARRV EARL

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

MAES,ROSEMARV M.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

N

SCIENCE COMPOSITE

MARTINEZ,JAMIE RONALD

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

RECR EATION

C/ l

--°'

Ul

0 --
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1990

M

ATION
I
,
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

C

·McMANUS,BONNIE KATRINA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

PICK,JANICE TONETTE
PREVITTI,ANTOINETTE ELIZABETH

EL ED

SPAN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SAVAGE,DAVID WILLIAM

SPC ED

SODERBERG,CAROL JEAN
TOHTSONI,LENA

&

&

SCIENCE COMPOSITE
II EAL TH EDUC/\ TI Ot~

SPI\ N

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

MARY

~
(.'l

08/31/90
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
MAJOR
HAMMACK,THOMAS DUANE

CIVIL ENGINEERING

MAESTAS,MATTHEW JAMES

CIVIL ENGINEERING

MIRZADI ,MASSOUD

CIVIL ENGINEERING

MINOR

IENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
MAJOR
ANDtRSON,ELLAN RAY

MINOR

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MAJOR

BARAK,DENIS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI N

BAUGH,STEVEN ALAN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

CASADOS,DAVID F. JR .

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

MOJAHEDI,MOHAMMAD

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

ORTEGA,MELISSA ALVAREZ

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

RETZER,RONNIE LEE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

SAMMONS, DIANNA DAWN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI N

SHARMA,ASHWANI KUMAR

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

SPE~AR,JAMES RAYMOND

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

STAPP,BRIAN ELLIOTT JOLLIFFE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

MIIWR

I

~

NCE IN MECHANI CA L ENGIN EER ING
MAJOR
CHAVEZ,FREDERICK JAMES

MECHANICAL ENGIN EE RIN

MINOR

"1

~

--°'

U\
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1990

EERHIG
CZACHOR,LANCE RICHARD

MECHANICAL ENGHIEERIU

DAVES-BROOY,JONATHAN

MECHANICAL ENGIUEERIN

ERAS,KENNETH

MECHANICAL ENGitlEERitl

FISHER,MICHAEL ALLEN

MECHANI CAL ENGIUEERrn

MCCLURE,PAUL DAVID

HECHAtlI CAL ENGIIIEERIII

PARSONS,TY ANDREW

MECHAtll CAL Et~GIIIEER ltl

WENDER,DAVIO LEE

MECHAIII CAL ENGIIIEERIII
IEIICE ltl IWCLEAR EIIGIIIEERltlG
MAJOR
IIUCLEAR EUGIIIEER mo

I

GENTILE,OANIEL LORETO
SANCHEZ,STEVEN PATRICK

MI tlOR

IIUCL EAR EIIG lllCER IIIG

~

l

"'
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
COLLEGE OF FitlE ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FIHE ARTS
MAJOR
GONZALEZ,ENRICO RAUL

MINOR

ART STUDIO

'

MC CLURG,DEBORAH JANE

ART HISTORY
E ARTS
MAJOR

CATRON,JULIA SARGENT

ART STUDIO

MAYSHARK,CASSANDRA

ART STUDIO
B

MitrnR

li e
MAJOR

PETRILYAK,OONNA MARY

MUSIC

WARO,OANIEL PHILLIP

MUSIC

MINOR

~

,,1

ci

._
~

--.l
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1990

SCHOOL OF LAW
J

1

MI NO R

MAJOR

BENAVIDES,DAVID ALAN
CASTILLO,CHARLES ANDRES

LAW
LAW

JOHNSON,WILLIAM BLUEHOUSE

LAW

PEREZ , JONATHAN

LAW

PORTER,RALPH ELOY

LAW

PROPST,WAYNE EDWARD

LAW

RASHEED , OUSAMA MOHAMMAD

LAW

~

C. "I
-J

08/31/90
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1990

ING
NCE IN NURSING
MAJOR
BREWER,BERNICE MCLAUREN

NURSING

DISWOOD,LAVENIA LILLIAN

NURSING

EHLERT,LESLIE SHERIDAN

NURSING

HAGLUND,DIANE JOSEPHINE WEINMAN
HALL,JANIE LEE

NURSIHG
NURSING

HODGES,ANTONIA ROSELIND

NURSIUG

MCCOLLUM,KAVLENE S.

NURSING
·WRSIHG
NURsrno

RAV,ANNE-MARIE THOMPSON
SADBERRV,TERESA MARV
TRUJILLO,ESTELLA H.
VINK ,MARCELLA

WILSON,GWENOOLYN KATHLEEN

NURSIHG
NURSIHG
NURSltlG

MitrnR

PAGE

15
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS

ENCE IN PHARMACY
MAJOR
ABDELHAQ,RIAD

MINOR

PHARMACY

ANDERSON,ROBERT P.

PHARMACY

ARELLANO,MARISELA B.

PHARMACY

B!'..1,,1GARDNER ,KIM PATRICK

PHARMACY

BROWSKE,TERESA MARIE

PHARMACY

CASTILLO,CAROLYN C.

PHARMACY

CL~RK,LISA MARIE

PHARMACY

DE BACA-KITTELL,FRANCES E. CABEZA
ENRIQUEZ,JOHN PHILLIP
HERNANDEZ,ANTHONY ALLEN

PHARMACY
PHARMACY

HURAB,MAHMOOD RAGAH

PHARMACY

KAMIDA,ALAN M.

PHARMACY

OTERO,MARY ALICE E.

PHARMACY

PAOLINO,MARLA MARIE

PHARMACY

PETERS,JEFFREY MICHAEL

PHARMACY

ROSENBERG,ESTHER E.

PHARMACY

SALAZAR,ROBERT T.
SWIFT,MATTHEW E.

PHARMACY
PHARMACY
PHARMACY
PHARMACY

TAVACOLI,ASADOLLAH
WERNER,JOHANNA SUSAN

08/31/90

PHARMACY

Tl-IE UNIVEF

~

"1

w
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1990

fN
MAJOR

MHIOR

COLLINS,GRACE HOWELL

PSYCH FOUNDATIONS OF

GRAHAM,BEVERLV WALDEN

PSYCH FOUNDATIONS OF

LEGANT,AMV

M- CULT TEACHER

&

CHIL

ST CERTI FICATE
MAJOR
BACA,KENNETH ROBERT

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

DAWSON,DEBORAH DEE
DENNIS,NICOLETTE CARRELL
DUNCAN,DEBORAH SUE
DYE,GLORIA A

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION

MINOR

ADMINISTRAT
ADMINI STRAT
ADMINI STRAT
ADMINISTRAT

ESPINOSA,NANCY KELLY
GARTMAN,DEBORAH LYNN

EDUCATION ADMINI STR AT
EDUCATI ON ADMI NI STRAT

HUDSON , LINDA DIANE
J OINER,NATHANI EL DAVI S JR

EDUCATI ON ADM I NISTRAT
EDUCATI ON ADMI NISTRAT

KN IGHT,H WAYNE
MAR1UEZ, HENRV PHIL

EDUCATION ADMIN I STRAT
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

MART INEZ-SPALL ,CECI LL E J OSEPH!

EDUCATIOH ADMINISTRAT

MIRABAL,RUBEN S

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

HTIFORO, MARTHA LILIAN
ROT ~:(HJEZ,ELENA

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCT

STErn,DEBDRAH K

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

~
~)

0

...._

~
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1990

s
MHIOR

MAJOR
ABARCA VANEGAS,MARIA LUCSA

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

ABERNATHY,TONYA ALICE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ADAMSON,RONA DANAE

SECONDARY EDUCATION

ALLISON,REBECCA SUZANNE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ALVAREZ,SIMON

SPECIAL EDUCATION

ANDERSON,GAYLA RAE

SPECIAL EDUCATION

ARCHULETA,BERNADETTE C

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ARCHULETA,EVELYN D. CASTILLO

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

ARCHULETA,EVELYN LUCILLE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ARELLANO,ROMA

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE

ARGO,AMANDA MAY

SECONDARY EDUCATION

ARMIJO,MARY FRANCES

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE

AVILA-GRAHAM,MARIA DEL CARMEN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

BACA.MARJOR~E ANN

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

BACKENSTOW,JUDI BARNETTE

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BAILEY,LAURA LEAH

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BALLARD,HEIDI RENATE

SOCIOLOGY

JENTZEN - RUPE,MARY ELIZABETH

SECONDARY EDUCATION

BRYAN,TERRI GALLES
BRYANT,BELINDA LEE CARLTON
BUF r MIRE,CATHERINE ANN

HISTORY
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BUSCH,DOLORES GENEVIE

08/31/90

~
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~
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1990

N

G

BUSKIRK,CAROLYN ARCHAMBAULT

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CALLAHAN,MARYNELL M

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CANDELARIA,MARY E

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CARROLL,THERESE MARIE

SECONDARY EDUCATION

CASIAS-YOUNG,YVONNE LYNETTE

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

cc~vANTES,LIZA ANN

LANGUAGE SCIENCES

CHARETTE,ELIZABETH STARKEY

LANGUAGE SCIENCES

CHAVEZ,MILDRED MAXINE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CHiVEZ,SHARON ROSE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CHOU,LEI JANE

SECONDARY EDUCATION

CONSUEGRADE FLORES,CONSUELO

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

COPELAND,NOREEN DUFFY

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

CORTEZ,HELEN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

CRAIG,LISA ANNE

SPECIAL EDUCATION

CRAVEIRO,ANA LUCIA PEIXOTO DE CARVALHO Q

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE

CRESPIN,MONICA ELAINE
DAUBER,DENNIS MICHAEL

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
COUNSELING

DAUBER,NANCY WITT

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

DAVIS,DANELLA YARBROUGH

TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED

DAVIS,RONDA SUE (O'BRIANT>

SECONDARY EDUCATION

DE VILLALBA,GRECIA VASCONEZ

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

DEL PRETE,~ULIE ANN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

~
(.;

DLABAL,DEBORAH K.

FAMILY STUDIES

N

DOL~MAN,PHYLLIS R.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

'DONALSON.KATHLEEN FAY

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

.........
~
U)
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1990

Ml

GI

1S

DU~CAN,FRANCES YURCIC

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

DVORAK,LEONA PEARL

TECHNOLOGICAL

ELDREDGE,DONNA LEE CANDELARIA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ELSNER,EVA STEPHENS

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

EMERSON,ROBERT REED

SECONDARY EDUCATION

ENDF.,MARY ANN

SPECIAL EDUCATION

FARRINGTON,DAWN CAROL

SOCIOLOGY

FITZGERALD,JANINE MARIE

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE

FRENCH,WINSTON WILLIAM

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

FRESHMAN,DIANA BROOK

SECONDARY EDUCATION

GALLEGOS-DOWNEV,JUANITA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

GARCIA MANTILLA,MARCIA
GCHACHU,KIRBY

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

GONZALES-AVANT,VIOLA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

GONZALES,LAURIE E

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

GONZALEZ,LUCILLE MARIE CHAVEZ

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

GREENHOUSE,GERALD MARK

SPECIAL EDUCATION

GRIFFITH,DAVID NEUHOFF

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE

GUERIN,PHILIP LEROY

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

HAILEV,DAVID EARL JR.

ENGLISH
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
RECREATION

HALL-FURLONG,MARV SUSAN
HA~~AN .1£~ESITA MARVELLA
HAR~LAND,AllCE MEHRING
HASLETT,SHIRLEY EILEEN

8

OC ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Q

HAUGE,JERALD OLIVER

~

(~

'-'

t
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1990

·1S
HEINS,GLENN ALLEN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

HENNING,VIRGINIA SWAINE

ENGLISH

HERNANDEZ,ROSA M. LOYA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

HERR,KARL STEPHEN

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

HERRERA,HEIDI M

MATHEMATICS

HICKOX,LORI ANN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

HOGUEN,KERSTIN JANE
HONGVIN,WANG
HSIAO LI-T·zu

SECONDARY EDUCATION

HUNTING HORSE,SONYA MAYE
INOSTROZA,MAGHALY E.
JAMES,ROGER WAYNE
JARAMILLO,IRELIA M
JOHrsaN,BERNETHIA E.
KALMES,BEVERLY C
KEDGE,ADAM J~MES
KEELEY,PAMELA ANN
KELLY,RENATA LEE STEARNS
KELSEY,DENISE LYNN
KETCHENS,JIMYE DENISE
KING,STEPHEN
KLATT,OIANE ROGENE
KLUDT,TREVOR JAMES

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

J

FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCAT
TECHNOLOGICAL 8 OC ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ART

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
COMMUN I CA TI ON
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ANTHROPOLOGY

KNOWHISGUN,F.BONNIE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

~ONNICK,MARILVN J .

TECHNOLOGICAL

&

OC ED

~, -

~
(")

~

...._
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1990

AMS
KOU~I,WILLIAM ARTHUR JR.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

KUHN , THOMAS LEE

EL EMENTARY EDUCATION

LARSON,NANCY LEE

TECHNOLOGICAL g OC ED

LEATHERWOOD,PHILIP LEE
LfJ~ INGER,MARY JANE

TECHNO LOGI CAL & OC ED

LEMMON,CATHERINE ANN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATI ON

LEONARD,CHRISTINA C.

SECONDARY EDUCAT ION

ECONOMICS

LINDSEY,LELIA LANELL

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

LOBDELL,SHEREEN MICHELLE

ART

LONGMAN,DIXIE

EDUCATION ADMIN ISTRAT

LOVATO,BETTY SYLVIA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

LOVATO,ROBERT,JR

EDUCATION ADMIN IS TRAT

LUCAS,CATHERINE KING

EDUCATION ADMIN IST RAT

LUCERO,CYNTHIA A

ELEMENTARY EDUCATI ON

LUNA,TAMARA LOUISE

ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION

LYONS,QUINTELLA

E~EMENTARY EDUCATION

MCAFEE,MARY JOYCE

EDUCATION ADMIN ISTRAT

MCCABE,ROSANNA JEAN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

MCGOVERN,NANCY ANN

SECONDARY EDUCAT ION

MELGAREJO,PETRONA

EDUCATION ADMIN ISTRAT

~ENTOR DE MEJIA,YOLANDA
MERCADO,MARIA DE LOS ANGELES

Q

MONTOYA, DELI LAH
MOP.ALES,ROSAMARIA S
',MORENO , STEP HANIE KAR LA

i

EDUCATION ADMI NISTRAT

~

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ART
TECHNOLOGICAL

&

.,

C;

OC ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

...

Y•
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SUMMER 1990

s
MORREALE,ANNETTE APPLEBY

SPECIAL EDUCATIO N

MORRIS,THOMAS E.

EDUCATION ADMI NI STRAT

MULHOLLAND,MARY JO ANN

SPECIAL EDUCAT I ON

MULL~R-ARAGON,PEGGY

EDUCATION ADMIN I STRAT

NEILL,HELEN ROSEMARY

ECONOMICS

NEIMAN,CHRISTINA RYBERG

TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED

NEWMAN,MARG~RET ANN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

O'NEILL,KATHLEEN MADELINE CURRAN

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ONEILL-CHANT,CATHERINE E.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

PARKER,MARIANNE MILLIGAN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

PAWELEC,JANICE HARBERTS

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

PEREA,CARLA GAIL

SPECIAL EDUCATION

PHILLIPS,DANA LYNN

SPECIAL EDUCATION

PREBER,LOIS ELIZABETH

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

RABINOWITZ,BRENDA JOYCE

SPECIAL EDUCATION

RAYMOND,BRUCE AUSTIN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

REYCRAFT,RICHARD

ANTHROPOLOGY

RICHARDSON,SANDRA PATRICIA

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

RIVERA,PAULINE VIGIL

COUNSELING

ROBERTS,INGRUN ELLEN

SPECIAL EDUCATION

RODERTSON,LOUANN

COUNSELING

R~uRiGUEZ,REBECCA T

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ROMERO,LENA IRENE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ROMERO,LORENA MARI E

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

:RYt N, MARIE LEVY

SECONDARY EDUCATION

~
(')
~

"

~
~
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SALAZAR-KING,BARBARA JANE
SAL I MBENI,ELIZABETH
SALLEY,NANCY JO VISNESKY
SANCHEZ-ZA~ORANO,PURA
SANCHEZ,FRANCES CECILIA
SAN~HEZ,PHYLLIS ELLEN
SANDOVAL-JACQUEZ,EVELYN M.
SAttDSTROM,LINDA SPITZ
SAUNDERS,MIKAEL L.
SAUTER,DAVID
SCOTT,JOYCE FURNESS
SEAMAN,TAMMY DEE
SEARCY,ALICIA MARIA
SELIN,RALPH HAROLD
SETTERLUN,ANN MARY
SHIPLEY,JENNIFER JUANITA
SH~CKLEY,ROBIN MYERS
SILVA,ANGELA VICTORIA
SMEFJELL,SARAHJANE KIPP
SNYDER,PHILLIP R.
0

SORIANO POCASANGRE,ISIS
SOSA,XIMENA
SPRENG,NANCY DIANA
STANLEY,HERBERT M, JR
STERN , BEVERLY J .

SUMMER

PAGE
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1990

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
COMPAR ATIV E LITERATUR
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
PHILOSOPHY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TECHNOLOGICAL

&

OC ED

TECHNOLOGICAL & OC ED
SECONDARY EDUCATION
TECHNOLOGICAL

&

OC ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCA TI ON
COUNSELING
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
LATIN AMERI CAN STUDIE
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATI ON
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT
EDUCATIO N ADMINISTRAT
HISTORY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
E L EME NTA RY E DUCATI ON

~
(~

~

i:

~

.?
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1990

~

G

MS

STILES,MARY EDITH NEUN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

STOCKTON,JARILYN LEE

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

STONE,CAROL BROBECK

SECONDARY EDUCATION

STR,HA~,K1MBERLY ANN

SPECIAL EDUCATION

STROSINSKI,JEAN BIGFORD

TECHNOLOGICAL 8 OC ED

SUAZO-OZAKYOL,NINFA T.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

SULLIVAN,LESLIE NOELLE

HISTORY

THLMAS,YOLANDA MEYER

SECONDARY EDUCATION

TUSO,KATHLEEN MARIE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

VANWAGONER,BETTY GAYE

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

WALLER,LAURA MARIE ROGERS

SPECIAL EDUCATION

WENSKA,MARY ALICE

COMMUNICATION

WHITE,RUTH ELIZABETH

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

WILLIAMS,DEBORAH ANN

SPECIAL EDUCATION

WILSON,DAVID ARAM

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

WOODY,ROBERT BRINK

EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT

WRIGHT,CARL ANN

SECONDARY EDUCATION

ZAMORA,MICHAEL ANTHONY

SPECIAL EDUCATION

MA

TECTURE
MAJOR

ADAMS,GEOFFREY CARTER

ARCHITECTURE

BURBANO,GEORGE RICHARD
CHAp,HSING-FU

ARCHITECTURE

CHUNG,WEN-HUNG

ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE

:- ~ ~

MINOR

~

(~

Cf)

'-.....

i
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~
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SUMMER 19 9 0

MAJ

GRJ

DANIELS,DONALD ROGER
DEIMER,ALBERT MICHAEL
DUPRE,JEAN TERESE MILLER
FIGUEROA-MCINTEER,CYNTHIA
HAL EY-WALKER,ELIZABETH

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE

Q

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE

INGRAM,REBECCA YOUNG
MEHRNOOSH,ROYA

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE

POWERS,THOMAS DEAN

ARCHITECTURE

RIVERA,RICHARD ERNEST

ARCHITECTURE
MA

ITV AND REGIONAL PLANNING
MAJOR

BERGLUND,CARL D.

MINOR

COMMUNITY

BROWN,CHARLES LYNNWOOD

8

REGIONAL

COMMUNITY 8 REGIONAL

CLARKSON,PAUL EDWARD DRUMMOND

COMMUNITY & REGIONAL

Ml
MAJOR

DAWSON,SUZANNE DUBOIS

MINOR

MUSIC

KEIPER,ANITA DIANE

MUSIC
C ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

AGUILAR DE FORTIN,SONIA
BRANDA,PATRICIA ANN FRASIER
~8NA QUINTO,OSCAR

THE UNIVERSI"

C.D

PUBLI C ADMI NIST RAT I ON

-

08/31/90

~
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1990

MS
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

ESPINOZA,MAYRA ANTONIA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

MARTINEZ,HERNANDO

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

MINEROS MEDRANO,LIA MIREYA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

SIU LAM,TERESA

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

SOLIMAN HERRERA,TELMA
E

MAJOR

MINOR

ABOUSLEMAN,GLEN PATRICK

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

ALLEN,MICHAEL S.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

ANGELUS,PAMELA ANN

NURSING

BARLICH,GAIL LYNNE

COMPUTER SCIENCE

BARTLETT,GRAHAM

MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN

BURNS,WILLIAM FRANCIS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

BUTT,ALLEN EIIGENE

PSYCHOLOGY

CARTER,CHARLES BENJAMIN

BIOLOGY

CERICOLA,FREDERICK JAY

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

CHIDESTER,KENNETH MAX

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

CLARK,JIM LESLIE

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

COSTELOW,MARSHA ANNE

NURSING

COU CH,LEE

BIOLOGY

ELL ! NGBOE,KAREN LEE

NURSING

FIN NEY, JOHN

PHARMACY

FOUTY,H . EDWARD JR .

PSYCHOLOGY

GAUTH IE R,JOHN HENRY

COMPUTER SCIENCE

.

~
C ,

0

.
~

---l
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1990

'IS

GOMEZ,MARISELA PETRONILA
GUINN,STEVEN R.
GUY,GAIL PATRICIA
HiARD,DAVID FRANK
HOUTCHENS,DANIEL CLARENCE
HURLEY,ANNE ELIZABETH

PHARMACY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NURSING
PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HEALTH EDUCATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

IJ/OI,MOHAMAD
JAIRATH,RAHUL
JAKUBCZAK,JEROME FLORIAN II
JARVIS,BRENDA KAY
JOHANNES,ERIK

COMPUTER SCIENCE

LAFERP.IERE,PAUL ANDREW

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

LANGHOFF,MATTHIS

PHYSICS

LEATHERWOOD,MARSHA JEAN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

LEITGEB,MARK ALLEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

LINDEMUTH,LISA DOREEN

HEALTH EDUCATION

LUCKIE,LORENZO FOSTER

PSYCHOLOGY

MARGO,VENA ALEXiS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN

MAVEETY,JAMES G.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN

MIERA, BILL H.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERIN

MITCHELL,PAULA HELEN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

A. K. L.
NOB\.E,MARGARET JANE
OWENS,CAROLE LUCY MUELLER

MEDICAL SCIENCES
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
NURSING

•
MUN-BRYCE,SHEILA

____ ____

,~
'l

CIVIL ENGINEERING

PADILLA,CARLOS GERARD

-·

~

"
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1990

M,
G

REN,XIAOYAN
SCAIFE,ROBERT PERRY
SHIANQ,JAW-KANG
SOT J OWAY,DOUGLAS ADAM
SPAHN,WOLFGANG
SPARKS,LAURIE DIANE
SUN, LI RONG
TUCKER,WILLIAM TROY
WALCH,KIM PATRICK

MS
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGIUEERHI
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERIN
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
ANTHROPOLOGY
COMPUTER SCIENCE
OPMY
MINOR

MAJOR
AIKEN,NANCI RUTH
BROWNE,JOY VOYLES
BURGETT,GALEN ROYCE
COOK,JOSEPH A

MEDICAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY
BIOLOGY

CORi.lOBA,EDGAR E.

HEALTH PE

DAVIS,~ALLY MELINDA LYONS

PSYCH FOUNDATIONS OF

DIETZ,RANDOLPH JAMES

HEALTH PE & RECREATIO

ENGMAN,M~RTIN FEENEY

MATHEMATICS

ESrlNOSA,HILMA MARIA

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

FINN,KEVIN JOHN

HEAL TH PE.

FINZI, LAURA

CHEMISTRY

FUI LER,OLLAR STONE III

BIOLOGY

HADELLA,PAUL MARTIN

EtlGLISH

&

&

RECREATIO

RECREATIO

~

,J
t-J

...._

t
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1990

s
HAIDUCEK,NICHOLAS JOSEPH
IVENER.BONNIE LEE M.
KODITUWAKKU,PIYADASA W.

PSYCH FOUNDATIONS OF
H-CULT TEACHER & CHIL
PSYCHOLOGY

LEE,SOO RYONG

ENGINEERltlG
EIIGLISH

LEWIECKI,CYNTHIA B
LUISELLI,ALESSANDRA

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

MCCANNA,JOSEPH EDWARD III

MATHEMATICS

METCALF.RODNEY VIRGIL

GEOLOGY

MOHAGHEGHI,AMIR HOSSEIN

PHYSICS

NEHME , JEAN ANTOINE

ENGINEERING

0

ORTIZ,CLAUDIO ANT. DOMINGUEZ

Q

BIOLOGY

PAD !LL A,KATHLEEN

PSYCHOLOGY

•

PARK,YOUIIG CHIL

ENGINEERING

PORTER,THOMA~ DALE

MATHEMATICS

PRUITT,SHERI DIANE

PSYCHOLOGY

RAPSON,DAVID JOHN

ANTHROPOLOGY

RES TI NE, L. NAN

ADMINISTRATION & SUPE

RIDDLE,BRETT ROBERT

BIOLOGY

ROBEY,THOMAS HOWARD

MATHEMATICS

ROSAS-LOPATEGUI,PATRICIA

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

'SAN,OS, IGNACIO

~
,}

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

SMITH,HEDY PATRICIA

MEDICAL SCIENCES
ANTHROPOLOGY
HEALTH PE & RECREATIO

STINER,MARY CLARE
.T AWNEY.KATHERINE WADE
TORREZ,DIANA JEAN

SOCIOLOGY

~

{

if

·!
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i990

MAIN CAMPUS
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
WALLACE,JOE SHIELD

CHEMISTRY

WALT,HENRY JEROME

ART HISTORY

Wl1U,MARV ROBIN

PSYCHOLOGY

YI, ..fAO LIN

MEDICAL SCIENCES

YUAN,ZEHONG

ENGINEERING

YULE,TERECITA D.
ZHAO,JUN-HUI

I

MEDICAL SCIENCES
PI-J.YSICS

:.,,..,, _~

,..

,i

~

- .l
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
'SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE
MAJOR

MINOR

ARCHITECTURE

BOCf,JAMES FRANK
MCELHENEY,ROBERT FRED

ARCIHTECTURF.

SALGADO,RANIA SUSANA

ARCHITECTUR E

;,..

, 1
VI
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1990

IES
VERSITY STUDIES
MAJOR
ARCHULETA,JAMES PAUL

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

ARNOLD,LORI LU

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

ASHLEY,MYRON

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

BURKHALTER,WILLIAM E.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

CARABAJAL,ALBERT R.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

CHRISTNER,ROBERT F.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

COLLURA,GUY F

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

DANKE,LORETTA ELIZABETH GONZALES

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

DOYl~,ARIANA REIMUNDA

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

DOYLE,MARY BETH

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

DURRETT,JAMES MELTON III

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

FOV~AS,MICHAEL CONSTANTIN

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

FRYE DE ARELLANO,ROCHELLE CATHERINE

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

FULLER,GERALDYNE ANTOINETTE WYDMAN

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

GARCIA,PATRICK P.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Q

GRADY,BARBARA LEE

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

HAIGHT,MICHAEL DAVID

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

HAILE,LORI ANN

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

HAL·L, LAMONT ALI

UNIVERSi tY STUDIES

HART,JAMES WILLIAM

UNIV ERSITY STUDIES

HENRIKSEN,SCOTT DALE

UNIVERSI TY STUDIES

HULTGREN,HEATHER LEE

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

MINOR

~

' ·1
,...,

.._
~

'

~
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SUMME R 1990

IE S
KIE-SANDERS,DIANE
LOr~I S, lAMARA LYNN
MARTIN , LYNN SPENDER

UNIV ERSITY ST UDIES
UNI VERSITY STUDIES
UNIVERSITY STUDIES

MCHARNEY,THERESA ANNE HAL L
l'tAGATOMO , NAO IKEDA

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
UNIVERSITY STUDIES

PA LAGI - LO EB, MICHELLE
PRYDE, MICHA EL JOHN

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
UNIVERSITY STUDIES

RODRIGUEZ,WIL LIAM JOSEPH

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

ROMAN,TERESA ROSARIO

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SEWELL,SUSAN SEMRAD

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SHUEY,CHRIS

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

SIHPSON,EDWARD ERVIN JR.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

STANTON,MARK STEVEN

UNIVER SI TY STUD IE S

THOHPSON,TRACY LYNN ROBINSON

UN I VERS I TY STUD I ES

TOLER,PATRICIA SUE

UNI VERS I TY STUDIES

ULERY,CHRISTOPHER MI CHAEL

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

WALKER,DOH M.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

WEISS,SABRINA CORYELL

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

WELCH,LELA SHARLENE

UNIVER SIT Y STUD I ES

WOOD,TIMOTHY ALLEN

...

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

'
'1
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
THE ROB ER T 0 . ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
MAJOR

MINOR

ACC OU NTING

CATANACH,ANTHONV HENRY JR.

iE SS AD MI NIST RATIO N
I

I

ABBOTT,DAWN CAPRI
ARELLANO,ROMA

BUSINESS ADM I NISTRATI
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

I

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

DICKINSON,LAWRENCE JAMES

BUSINESS ADM I NISTRATI

GRIFFITH,DAVID NEUHOFF

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

HAVES,WILLIAM GRAV

BUSINESS ADMlNISTRATI

LESHER,JOHN DAVID

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

PLE/TE,JOHN JAY

MIN OR

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

CARROLL,MARV JANE
CRAVEIRO,ANA LUCIA PEIXOTO DE CARVALHO

MAJOR

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

QUINTANAR,JEANETTE JAUREQUI

I

I BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

ROBERTSON,JON IRA

I

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

STEPANEK, JULIE

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

TAi J~N,ADRIENNE D.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

THOMPSON,JACK K.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATI

~
,}
Cl)

'-

-3

_1)
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199 0

IOLOGY
lENCE IN RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
MAJOR
MINOR
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

ESPiNOZA-NICHOLS,YVETTE MONIQUE
MARTINEZ,ROSELLA LOUISE

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

SCHERMER,EDIS A

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

TUFARO,LORI CHILDS

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY

,..
, J

u,

::i

{.
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS

PRE-ENGINEERING
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN PRE-ENGINEERING
MAJOR
GRAHAM,CLIFFORD L.

MINOR

PRE-ENGINEERING CAS)

..... . ......,

~
(ii)

0

-cc:,
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
MitWR

MAJOR
GREEN,JANE KATHERINE

COMPUT ER PROGRAMMING

HEINCELMAN,DALE RAY

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

...c,

;au

-·
.x.
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY
MAJOR
GALLEGOS,ROBERT PAUL

MINOR

BUSINESS-TECHNOLOGY

. .,. -,, _-~

~
Q)

l~ .

~
\>)
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1990

MAIN CAMPUS
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
ASSOC OF APPLI ED SCIE"CE I" RESPIRATORY THERAPY
MltlOR
MAJOR
RESPIRATORY THERAPY

HERRERA,MIGUEL P .
KELN , ROBERT RUSSELL

RESPIRATORY THERAPY

MAES,DEREK ANTHONY

RESPIRATORY TIIERAPY

STONER,ANN B

RESPIRATORY THERAPY

~

b

(~
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199 0

LOS ALAMOS
COMPUTI NG SCIENCE

(BRAN

ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTING SCIE NCE
MAJOR
VIGIL,JOSE ROSENALDO JR.

MINOR

COMPUTER SCIENCE (AAS

........ -;·"!

~

e:,

~

-

~
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1990

LOS ALAMOS
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCI IN MICROCOMPUTER TECIINOLOGY
MitlOR

MAJOR
HOVERSON,MARK DOUGLAS

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOL

ROACH,GERTRUDE SUSAN MICHAELS

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOL

,..

,,.,_
C
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1990

GALLUP BRANCH
HUMAN SERVICES
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES
SM:TH,JACQUELINE

-__,___

MAJOR

MINOR

HUMAN SERVICES CAA>

.- . . . .

~

w

t~C')

-~

~
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1990

GALLUP BRANCH
EDUCATION
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
MAJOR

MINOR

PARAPROFES SIONAL EDUC

JOE,DAVIN KEITH

--;..i.

c,

~
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1990

GALLUP BRANCH
LIBERAL· ARTS

(BRAN

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS
MAJOR
BAHE,LAVERNE

:Q

MINOR

LIBERAL ART (AA)

..

.. .,..

_

;..

~

...._
~
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1990

GALLUP BRANCH
CBRAN

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION TECHNO
MINOR
MAJOR
HERRERA,JOSEPH JR.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLO

WHITE,DELBERT DEAN

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLO

,..

Cl

~

:t
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1990

GALLUP BRANCH
DIESEL ENGINE TECH

---

(BRAN

ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN DIESEL ENGINE TECH

MCCABE,LEONARD

MAJOR

MINOR

DIESEL ENGINE TECHNOL

~ ·

(')

0

--....Q
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199 0

GALLUP BRANCH
OTHER ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
RTS IN PRE - BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MINOR
MAJOR
PRE-BUSINESS ADMINIST

TOM ,JAMES,JR

: D SCIENCE IN MI CROCOMPUT ER OPERATN
MINOR
MAJOR
RE SPIRATORY TIIERAPY

BITAHEY,LOLITA GRACE

PPLIED SC I ENCE IN SECRETARIAL SK I LLS

MINOR

MAJOR
NASTACIO,BERNADINE

SECRETARIAL SKILLS CA

SHACK,JUNE

SECRETARIAL SKILLS CA

,..

( )

~
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1990

VALENCIA COUNTY BRANCH
COMPUTING SCIENCE

-----

(BRAN

ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTI NG SCIENCE

HENNIGAN,JODI L.

MAJOR

MINOR

COMPUTER SCIENCE CAAS
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(BRAN

LIBERAL ARTS
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS
MINOR

MAJOR

I

DZIUK,MICHAEL L.
KING,ANOREA LYNETTE

LIBERAL ART CAA)
LIBERAL ART CAA>
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GENERAL STUDIES
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MAJOR
ERICKSON,THERESA VALLEJOS

GENERAL STUDIES (AAS>

WALLIS,LINDA MARIE

GENERAL STUDIES (AAS>

MINOR
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